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ABSTRACT
The phenomenon and acceptance of electronic publishing has proliferated in
the last five years due to the expansion in the use of the World Wide Web in the
general community. The initial fears that newspapers would be decimated by
the introduction of this technology have been proven groundless, but despite a
high web presence by newspapers world wide, profitable models of cyber
papers are elusive. In an online environment traditional relationships between
newspaper advertising and editorial may not stand.
Despite the considerable body of published literature concerning the movement
of print newspapers to an online environment, little was found concerning online
content. A need to re-evaluate what content and functions are considered to be
desirable by print readers, in an online environment was identified as the main
objective of this research. Evaluation the of user attitudes to web based
newspapers provides a foundation for future research into areas such as
developing effective models for profitable online newspapers.
To achieve this objective, the research tools used were a content analysis, an
online newspaper user survey and newspaper management personal
interviews. The study looked at Victorian regional daily newspapers that also
had online versions. By focussing on the regional newspapers, meaningful
comparisons could be made between content, staff attitudes and readership
interests.
The content analysis measured the quantum and nature of the content of the
print and online versions of the regional dailies during a one week period. This
provided a measure of the type and source of the articles included both in print
and online. Newspaper editorial staff interviews contributed a personalised view
of content priorities, which was then contrasted with a web based questionnaire
which measured user requirements in relation to content and interactivity.
It was found from the survey that content alone would not provide a sufficient
basis to build a profitable online regional newspaper site. The findings were
analysed in relation to the literature, newspaper site content and editorial staff
interviews. Despite regularly accessing online newspaper sites, it was found
that users are unwilling to pay for the experience. Users indicated a desire for a
higher level of interactivity, in addition to the content, which is currently
provided, by online regional newspapers. Evaluation of user attitudes to web
based newspapers provides a foundation for future research into the
development of effective models for profitable online newspapers.
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CHAPTER 1
REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS ONLINE – THREAT OR
OPPORTUNITY?
•

1.1 Background

•

Newspapers have traditionally performed a major social function in regional and
rural areas. Many writers have claimed that newspapers are more than a means
to transfer information. Windschuttle (1987, pp. 51-52) claims: -

‘news borne by newspapers is a cultural phenomenon which reaches deep into
our society and which carries traditions that are not interchangeable.’

Despite Windschuttle’s claim, newspaper circulations worldwide have continued
to fall. The main competition is no one form of media, but rather competition for
peoples time. A case study of the European newspaper industry in 1988 found
that irregular readers consider radio and television as sufficient information
media, while others claimed a lack of time or interest (Ketelhohn and Kubes
1995).

Despite the explosion in the availability and diversity of information available
today, regional newspapers still occupy a valuable niche market. People
increasingly want information about events and news generated in the local
community.

‘There are three rules for newspapers to succeed today. They must be one,
local; two local: and three local.’ (Pappas and Webster 2000 p.8).
‘Local focus is emerging as one of the hottest areas of web service.’
(The Digital Edge 1999 np.)

Popularisation of the Internet in recent years has further exacerbated the need
for newspapers to develop pro-active strategies. The effect of disruption needs
to be minimised while the benefits of the new technology are exploited.
Competition is coming from a range of sources, including advertising only web
sites, which have challenged the traditional editorial/advertising print mix, in the
1

new online environment. An online newspaper site may only be distinguished
from an online advertising site if it contains “content”.

Online newspapers have emerged, largely in response to the perceived threat
of the Internet. It seems that early, innovative ideas, are usually replaced by
‘threat framing’ which helps build impetus and commitment for disruptive
projects that would otherwise stall (Gilbert 2001). In his thesis, Gilbert suggests
that this threat-induced action can be maladaptive because of the threatinduced rigidities that are applied. The situation may be further exacerbated if
structural independence is not achieved. Gilbert found that there is competition
between the (established) print and (new) online services for resources, staff
and ideas.

This projects broad aim was to identify strategies that will help regional
newspapers develop successful online publishing techniques. How such
strategies might impact on future readership and revenue streams are
discussed.

Traditional

relationships

between

newspaper

editorial

and

advertising are examined, and the sustainability of content provision in an online
environment was considered.

1.2 The Present Study

Although content is the distinguishing feature of a print newspaper, it is not
necessarily the distinguishing feature of the Internet. Odlyzkoa argues in
“Content is Not King” (2001) that historically, connectivity has mattered much
more than content. Users of online regional newspaper sites may, or may not,
be regular readers of print newspapers. Even if they are regular readers, their
needs may be very different in an online environment. Little evidence was found
in the literature relating to user online content preference. Determining online
content preferences formed the basis of this research. It is anticipated that
findings will allow newspapers to implement successful online strategies, taking
account of user content requirements.
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Newspapers frequently perform functions in addition to merely transferring
information. This is particularly evident in regional and rural communities where
local newspapers provide the forum for regional issues (Windschuttle 1987). In
such contexts regional newspapers frequently contain personal information of
specific interest to the regional community.

There are 35 regional newspapers in Victoria (National Library of Australia
2001) varying from bi-weekly publications to daily newspapers. This study
focused on the six Victorian regional daily newspapers that have online
newspapers. Some findings are newspaper specific, but the majority are
general in nature and would have widespread application across other online
newspapers.

1.3 The Research Questions

Because the proliferation of online newspapers is a very recent phenomenon,
the majority of literature available on the subject has been restricted to an
analysis of the response to the perceived threat of the Internet. Prominent
issues include globalisation, the traditional role of newspapers, declining
circulation, falling advertising revenue, connectivity in the wider community, the
role of journalists and relationships with users.

Gilbert’s work (Gilbert 2001) on the response of the newspaper industry to the
Internet is a major contribution to the literature. While more is learnt about threat
framing and strategic response, little is known about ‘the product’ in this case,
online content. Furthermore little effort has been made to measure user
response to content. The way content is packaged, and the additional services
provided will ultimately be responsible for the success or failure of online
newspaper ventures. Two main research questions address these issues:1)

Can content alone, be the basis of a successful online regional
newspaper?

2)

Is the level of interactivity important in online regional newspapers?

3

•

The following research was undertaken to explore these questions
-

•

A content analysis was used to provide an overview of the content
and services currently published in print and online without
reference to the reader or user

•

Personal interviews of newspaper managers were undertaken to
determine what strategies were being implemented or planned in
relation to the provision of content and services for web users.

•

A quantitative survey using an online questionnaire was
implemented to determine the requirements of users and potential
users of online regional newspapers.

•

1.4 Justification

•

This study seeks to enhance the existing literature in relation to online content
provision; specifically content of online regional newspapers. Very few studies
of (print) newspaper content have occurred in Australia, and none have been
identified

in

the

literature

on

online

regional

content.

Henningham’s

(Henningham 1996) major content analysis of metropolitan newspapers
provided a suitable methodology to allow content comparison with regional daily
newspapers, both in print and online. The content analysis provides the basis
for further investigation of both online newspaper strategies and user content
preferences. Until audience content requirements are better understood,
strategies for profitability will be difficult to implement successfully. The impact
of the Internet has affected all newspapers. No examples of profitable online
newspapers currently exist, which is a major concern to newspaper proprietors
(Taylor 1999).

Much literature examines the reluctance of audiences to pay for “content”, and it
is at odds with recent newspaper trends towards the introduction of subscription
models (Elliot 2001; Kerwin 1999; Rushe 2001). The greatest vulnerability for
newspapers is not the total substitution of a new business model.

4

It is the steady erosion through a sequence of partial substitutions that will make
the current business model unsustainable (Evans and Wurster 1997). The
success of specialist employment recruitment sites is a good example of a
partial substitution eroding traditional print advertising1.

Newspapers have traditionally been the purveyors of news. Content provision
has been the domain of the journalists, and the thought of online users
contributing to, or even writing the news is still a radical concept. By analysing
data from the user questionnaire, it will be possible to gain an insight into the
relationship users want with their regional online newspaper. This relationship
may well be very different from that which has traditionally been the realm of
print newspapers.
•
•

1.5 Research Outline

•

This research has been completed in three stages. They are (1) The theoretical
framework, (2) Data collection and analysis (3) Discussion of the results. Brief
descriptions of the subsequent chapters are as follows: –

Chapter 2 presents the literature analysis and review, which has been drawn
from a diverse range of marketing, media, and e-commerce Literature. Gaps,
which appeared in the literature in relation to content and interactivity, have
prompted the research questions of this study.

Chapter 3 discusses the choice of research paradigm used, the research design
and data collection and analysis techniques applied.

Chapter 4 presents the results and findings of the print and online newspaper
content analysis. The content analysis established that there was a significant
difference between regional and metropolitan daily newspapers.

1

Government sites such as Job Search http://www.jobsearch.gov.au/ or independent companies such as
SEEK Communications Ltd http://www.seek.com.au/
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A lesser difference in content was observed between regional print newspapers
and their online counterparts. This ‘sameness’ is compared in subsequent
chapters in terms of newspaper staff and user perceptions of desirable content.

Chapter 5 discusses the newspaper editorial staff interviews and identifies
common themes and differences. Newspaper management strategies and
attitudes identified in the interviews are compared to the user results obtained
from the questionnaire in chapter 6. This comparison allowed parallels to be
drawn, between what is published and what users want published, and the
issues identified are discussed in the concluding chapter 7.

Chapter 6 describes the planning, promotion, and analysis of the online regional
newspaper user questionnaire. The analysis of quantitative data provided the
opportunity to compare the attitudes and wants of online regional newspaper
users with the actuality of what they are being offered. While the focus of the
research was on content, the issues of interactivity and community emerged as
a major discriminator between frequent and irregular users.

Chapter 7 draws together the information presented in the preceding chapters
and reviews the study’s objectives. The chapter summarises the findings, and
considers the implications in terms of the literature, directions for future
research and the implications for current online newspaper practice.

6

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction

This review explores literature relating to regional newspapers in terms of the
traditional role of regional newspapers and the expected impact of online
publishing and increasing public connectivity. The relationship between print
and online publishing will be examined in relation to the following issues –
•

Decline in circulation

•

Relationship with audience

•

Journalists use of the Internet

•

Internet use in the wider community

•

Content provision

•

Emergence of online newspapers

•

Other online content providers

The examination of literature confirms that the Internet will affect all newspapers
to a greater or lesser degree (Barringer 2000; Barringer 2001; Borzo 2001;
Cullerton 2000; Gunther and Gasharov 2000; and Morris 1996). No examples of
profitable online newspapers were found, although most (some are token sites)
plan to be. No enduring theory has been found that would form the basis of a
“profitable model”. In practice, the contrary would appear to be true. There is a
general reluctance by audiences to pay for “content” (Gunther and Gasharov
2000) and it is at odds with recent newspaper trends towards the introduction of
subscription models (Elliot 2001; Australian Associated Press 2001). The nature
of content is examined and defined, but the precise nature of “content” that an
audience wants from a regional newspaper has not been established. Until
audience content requirements are better understood, attempts to improve
profitability by increasing advertising revenue, or introducing subscriptions will
be difficult to project.
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Readership and circulation trends in the newspaper industry have been
declining for decades (Ketelhohn and Kubes 1995). Some newspaper industry
analysts see the Internet as a way to stem the decline of print circulation
(Gunther and Gashurov 2000; Borzo 2001). A local newspaper advantage has
been observed by many observers (Ger 1999; Montgomery 2001; Pinckney
2000). Because online newspapers are reliant on their audience having Internet
access, the level of connectivity in regional areas of Australia was examined.
Newspaper “content issues” were examined closely, because of the traditional
relationship between content and advertising. Newspaper publishers and their
journalists have in many cases been reactive, rather than pro-active (Gilbert
2001; Brown 1999a) in establishing an online presence. Fear of competition has
been a key motivator (Siklos 1999), but some newspapers have staked a claim
and developed extensive sites (Riley, Keough, Christiansen, Meilich and
Pierson 1998).

Theories are discussed which examine stimulating the provision of content
(Farhi 2000). It is suggested that the greatest vulnerability for newspapers is
not the total substitution of a new business model but steady erosion through a
sequence of partial substitutions that will make the current business model
unsustainable (Evans and Wurster 1997).

Few specific studies on advertising have been included, because they were
considered to be beyond the scope of this review. This omission was deliberate.
While the traditional role of advertising revenue as the major income stream of
print newspapers is acknowledged, it is not yet clear if this will be the case in an
online environment. An online newspaper site can be readily distinguished from
an online advertising site only if it contains “content” (Hutt, Le Brun and
Mannhardt 2001). The examination of literature pertaining to content did not
determine what online content an audience would enthusiastically receive. This
issue was the basis of the subsequent research.
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2.2 The Role of Regional Newspapers

2.2.1 Overview

Newspapers frequently perform functions in addition to merely transferring
information. This is particularly evident in regional and rural communities where
local newspapers provide the forum for regional issues. In such contexts
regional newspapers frequently contain personal information of specific interest
to the regional community.

In acting as an advocate on regional matters the regional newspaper tends to
reflect the psyche of the community to the extent that the readership feels a
sense of shared identity with the newspaper. It may be difficult for the Internet to
replace the functions that regional newspapers perform. As Windschuttle (1987,
pp. 51-52) notes:

‘Newspapers) do not simply transmit “information” or “data” which is readily
transferable to another medium. The “news” borne by newspapers is a cultural
phenomenon which reaches deep into our society and which carries traditions
that are not interchangeable.... Culture, the way that people express their social
relations, will remain the principle determinant of the nature of the media, and
...remain more influential than technology.’

Windschuttle’s assumption that:‘the “news” borne by newspapers is a cultural phenomena.... which carries
traditions that are not interchangeable...’ may no longer stand.

A case study of the European newspaper industry in 1988 found that irregular
readers consider radio and TV as sufficient information media, while others
claimed a lack of time or interest (Ketelhohn and Kubes 1995). In ‘Caught in the
Web’ (The Economist 1999) it is argued that the decline in newspaper
circulations continues, because of competition - not specifically from any other
medium, but more generally for people's time. Both technology and economics
have produced more ways of occupying people’s leisure hours.
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Examples include: more television channels, more magazines, more theme
parks, video games, and chatrooms. In Windschuttle’s defence it was noted that
newspapers (and particularly regional newspapers), frequently perform
functions in addition to merely transferring information. Many sources have
identified “local content” as an essential ingredient important to both traditional
print and online media (Criner and Wilson 1996; Ger 1999; Levins 1998;
Montgomery

2001;

Pinckney

2000).

In

‘Up

close

and

profitable’

(Montgomery 2001) the ethos that governs country papers was examined.
Montgomery found that regional newspapers’ had a more personal relationship
with the community, and the key was making a virtue out of being locally tied.

2.2.2 Local vs Global

A conceptual framework for developing strategies for local corporations (LC) to
compete with transnational corporations (TNC) was examined by Ger (1999).
The standard propositions concerned with improving marketing systems,
product, price, promotion and distribution is not considered by Ger to be
sufficient to make a local firm globally competitive. Ger (1999) contends that
LC’s cannot catch up with TNC’s; they can however take a different road. The
intrinsic advantage retained by LC’s is their “local” identity and culture. It is
suggested that this can then be further developed to enable these firms to
compete with “local” strategies aimed at defining the “authentic” in selected nonstandard domains, such as in cultural goods and products for local conditions.
Ger (1999) suggests there are three key components of competitive success for
LC’s. These are a unique perceived value, cultural capital, and alternative
targeting and positioning based on the precept of localness.

The use of resources and targeting/positioning can work together to create a
unique perceived value for any firm. In the case of LC’s it is the cultural
resources and positioning and representation of “localness” that can create the
unique perceived value. The interplay of these three components becomes the
basis of the LC’s competitive strategy (Ger 1999).
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Despite some of the advantages proffered for the desirability of “Local”, sales
of daily newspapers in the United States have fallen by more than 20% since
1990 according to the Newspaper Association of America (Pinckney 2000).
Pinckney reported industry “observers” reasons for the trend, including busier
lifestyles, tighter budgets and the proliferation of broadcast, cable and Internet
news.

2.2.3 Regional Newspaper Circulation Trends

The Newspaper Advertising Bureau of Australia (2001) compiles statistics on
the Australian newspaper industry. As at 1999 there were 36 regional daily
newspapers in Australia and 96 regional non-daily newspapers. The average
circulation of the daily newspapers was 16,390 and the non-daily newspapers
3,926. Between 1993 and 1999, the general statistics showed a decline in
circulation for the entire newspaper industry. Physical distribution of
newspapers accounts for about one third of the total production cost.

The advertising “spend” has increased between 1993 and 1999, but research
suggests it’s because overall spending on advertising has been growing faster.
The largest threat is to classified advertising which is widely considered to be
the biggest problem for newspapers (The Economist 1999).

Reclaiming

classified content may be difficult, as many stand-alone sites are now well
established. The number of regional papers online has risen from 1 in 1995 to
100+ in 2001.2

2.3 Internet use and Subscription Growth in Rural and Regional Areas

2.3.1 Australian’s use of the Internet

The National Office for the Information Economy (NOIE) published “The Current
State of Play” in November 2000 (NOIE 2000).

2

Source: National Library of Australia http://www.nla.gov.au/oz/papers.html
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Some of the findings reported include: –
•

Australia is one of the leading nations in the world in terms of population
accessing the Internet - 41% at May 2000, and 57% of students accessed
the net at school.

•

Of metropolitan households, 37% had Internet access in May 2000, and
26% of other (rural and regional) households had access. The rates of
growth since 1998 were 105% in metropolitan areas and 225% for other
areas.

•

From February 1999 until February 2000 the number of small businesses
online increased from 48% to 60%.

•

Internet banking and online bill payment has increased 810% between May
1998 and May 2000.

•

Costs have decreased in importance as a barrier to Internet access - Telstra
Big Pond Internet Service Provider announced in March 2001 local call fee
connection for all rural subscribers, irrespective of location.

2.3.2 Obstacles to Rural Connectivity

The Australian population participation rate, online, is high by world standards.
Rural connectivity has been hindered in the past by the lack of a local call rate
dial in and there are still many areas that experience poor quality and slow
connections. It has long been recognised that the Internet was of growing
importance to people throughout regional and country Australia, so government
policies are in place to improve regional and rural telecommunication services.

2.3.3 Incentive for Rural Connectivity

“Telstra Big Pond” has provided rural and regional Internet users with an access
deal “similar to that enjoyed by metropolitan users” (Hellaby 2001) The number
of rural and regional Internet subscribers jumped by almost 50 per cent in 2000.
Cheaper access would be expected to stimulate further growth in regional
connectivity and Internet use.
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2.4 Newspaper Content

2.4.1 Systematic Analysis of Newspaper Content

Having identified “local content” as an essential ingredient to regional
newspapers, there have been very few systematic studies of editorial priorities
of Australia’s major newspapers, and none of regional newspapers.
Henningham (1996) found that most studies had only covered various aspects
of content, with the exception of Henry Mayer’s (1964) study. Henningham
makes the observation that much has changed since Mayer’s research. There
are fewer papers, with fewer owners, but there is a significant national press.
Henningham suggests that the newspaper of record approach has been
replaced by the emergence of opinionated writing that lacks objectivity.
Reasons Henningham gave for needing a content study were that impressions
of newspapers are often based on occasional, selective reading depending
upon time and circumstance. A content analysis then it is proposed
systematically describes the total output of a newspaper without reference to
individual readers’ selective (utilitarian) use of a newspaper.

The 35 topic categories were condensed into nine mega categories to give a
summarized view of newspapers’ content priorities. The largest single category
was economics/business/finance, accounting for 21% of all Australian-based
items.

The

second

largest

category,

encompassed

popular

culture,

entertainment, the arts, and human interest (19%) followed closely by sport
(18%). Of the remaining categories politics was the most important (12%),
followed by crime/courts (10%).

A high incidence of science/medicine stories was found (7%, mainly health
related). International relations stories were 6%, social issues, incorporating
education and welfare were 5%. Accidents/disasters were the smallest category
at 2%. There was some difference across the titles, but it was not large.
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Henningham concluded that Australian newspapers are more alike than
different, and they appear to have drawn nearer together in the last generation,
with similar priorities in terms of geographical sources of news as well as broad
categories of content. It is suggested that the oligopolisation of Australian
newspaper ownership and the related shrinkage of titles has resulted in a
greater tendency for newspapers to seek a broad popular readership, using
similar formulae of news value. How regional newspapers fit into these
categories is untested, but the categories provide a useful means for future
comparison. Specialist content sites on the World Wide Web are competition for
regional newspapers sites that provide broad categories of content. It is not yet
clear what users want from content sites.

2.4.2 Threat Posed to the Traditional News/Advertising Relationship

Gunther and Gashurov (2000) state that newspaper readership has been
declining for decades, particularly among women and the young; 80% of people
read a paper ‘yesterday’ in 1961, falling to 59% in 1999. Unlike most other
products, newspapers have two components to sell: information for readers and
advertising space for advertisers. Competition for circulation and advertising
has been an interactive process; with advertising rates increasing with
circulation (Ketelhohn and Kubes 1995). The object of promoting newspapers
has traditionally been to increase circulation. A variety of means have been
utilised to stimulate demand. Some examples include discount policies,
advertising campaigns, direct mail pieces, one-month free subscription offers
and gift offers. Ketelhohn sees the Internet as a concern for publishers, partly
because it delivers news on demand, but mainly because of the threat it poses
to the traditional news/advertising relationship. Newspapers will increasingly
need to find ways to distinguish themselves and give people reasons to pick
them up. For regional publications it will mean stressing local news even
though:-

‘It’s the most expensive news to get, but it’s the most important’
Source: Pinckney (2000)
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2.4.3 Fragmenting the Market

Specialists have been picking off parts of newspaper business and giving it
special treatment. Sports fans can go to sports pages, and investors can go to
online companies like auction site, Ebay (Anders 1999; Romei 2001). The need,
or even the desirability of traditionally packaged content in an online
environment is being increasingly questioned (Wall Street Journal 2000;
Barringer 2001; The Economist 1999; Evans and Wurster 1997; Hutt, Le Brun
and

Mannhardt

2001).

Specialist

content

sites

could

provide

more

comprehensive coverage than a regional newspaper site on targeted topics
leaving the newspaper sites exposed to an erosion of their customer base.
Provision of general content will be increasingly questioned if it does not provide
an adequate income stream.

2.4.4 Content May Not Be King

Content is widely acclaimed as the main role of the Internet. Odlyzko argues in
‘Content is Not King’ (Odlyzkoa 2001) that historically, connectivity has mattered
much more than content. Even on the Internet, content is not as important as is
often claimed, because e-mail is used much more than the World Wide Web.
The primacy of connectivity over content is used to explain phenomena that has
confounded wireless industry observers. WAP (Wireless Application Protocol)
has met with very limited user support, while SMS (Short Message System) has
met with huge demand. Communications are very highly valued; the combined
revenues of the U.S. phone and postal services are larger than military
spending and three times higher than the revenues of the airline industry. Just
the spending on phone services is higher than all advertising outlays (Odlyzkoa
2001)

2.4.5 Distinction Between Content and Point-to-Point Blurred

Content is usually broadcast, but the distinction between content and point-topoint communication has blurred, as emerging technologies assist personalised
contact with individual online service users.
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Professionally prepared content material such as books, movies, sports events,
or music can be packaged as personalised products. Some examples of
content merging with point-to-point communications are mass-produced
personalized letters, answering machines, web pages and bulletin boards
(Barringer 2001; Brown 2000). The challenge for publishers is to adapt a medianeutral stance that allows them to keep their businesses tied to whatever
distribution forms the consumer demands (Kerwin 1999).

2.4.6 Organisational Alliances

There is much discussion around organizational alliances and content provider
domination. Margolis and Resnick (1999) argue that the Internet will become a
mass medium used mainly by passive consumers. By tracing the evolution of
the Internet, they concluded that the old Internet was centred on conversations,
whereas the Web-based Internet centres on presentations. Web browsers are
attributed with responsibility for transforming the net into a relatively passive
medium. The presentations require an audience, but the audience is generally
not expected to interact. Some content sites allow for interaction, but it is
usually very limited. Radical innovations such as Third Voice which was a
browser companion service that would allow users to add comments to any web
page. Third Voice was designed to bring back spontaneity to the Web, which
the Web’s structured presentations have dissipated. The Third Voice did not
alter Web site content in any way, and its commentaries were only visible to
those who wish to see them. The discussions could be fully public or restricted
to members of a particular group. This argument assumes primary importance
of content but fails to acknowledge the overwhelming importance of email that
has previously been discussed (2.4.4). Margolis and Resnick predicted the
demise of Third Voice; not for the reasons of the ‘Say no to TV Group’3, which
wanted Third Voice software banned, because “they (the No to TV Group)
seemed most concerned with protecting the ability of established companies
and power brokers to protect themselves from criticism”.

3

http://www.saynotothirdvoice.com
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Margolis and Resnick dismissed the need (or desirability) of banning distribution
of the software, but rather predicted failure because success would require too
much effort and initiative on the part of users. The site was closed in April 2001.
A message was displayed on the Third Voice web page4:‘Dear Third Voice users, As of April 2, 2001, we are no longer supporting the
consumer version of our search and annotation tools. Thanks for your support
these past few years. We apologize for any inconvenience caused.’

Margolis and Resnick predicted the failure of Third Voice based on the premise
that Net users basically want to get what the web has to offer, and so it is
doubtful that valuable time would be wasted sifting through irrelevant and silly
postings. Odlyzkob (2001)), on the other hand contends that failure was
attributed to the lack of income the content provided, so the service would have
been unsustainable.

2.4.7 Convergence of Content and Point-to-Point Broadcasts

The conclusion that content is less important than point-to-point communication
is convincing, if considered purely on an economic basis. The argument does
not contend however that content is not dominant, in the volume of data carried,
although measuring volume is in itself is difficult. Content can be profitable, as is
attested by many media empires, though how much consumers are willing to
pay for it (online) is a moot question. Subscriptions, when compared to
advertising revenue, are typically a minor part of most traditional television,
radio or print business. Content is usually something to enhance the user
experience (of consuming advertisements).

If content is to be considered

necessary to enhance the user experience, the commercial opportunities on the
Internet may well be found where the content and point-to-point broadcasts
converge.

4

http://www.thirdvoice.com
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2.4.8 Change from Egalitarian Content

Changes to the nature of the Internet have started to become evident.
MacDonald (1996 p71) contends that, an elitist technological jargon has taken
over:-

‘Some people began to speak louder than others. The egalitarian free-for-all of
the pre-Web was now being replaced by a series of pulpits. Those with the
programming know-how (not those necessarily with better ideas) took the
spotlight. On the more “advanced sites”, you received a condescending
message that advised you to upgrade if you wanted to view the blinking text
and rotating globes that the site’s sponsor was kind enough to provide for your
entertainment’.

The level of connectivity in the wider community has increased rapidly, and
suggestions of advanced sites excluding audiences (on technology grounds)
are not the issue they would have been previously. While growth has been
rapid, it has often been exaggerated (Odlyzkob 2001).
2.5 Trust

2.5.1 The Nature of News

Whether news is local, national or international in content there is a growing
level of mistrust amongst news consumers (Priestly 1999). The number of news
outlets has continued to contract, due to attrition and mergers. In regional;
areas of Victoria, aggregation has seen television content more closely aligned
with the cities, and regional newspapers will often share stories.

While Priestley (1999) notes the malaise of distrust amongst news consumers,
it is also suggested that individuals increasingly despair of their ability to filter
the news, because there is such a vast amount of information. Large
corporations are charged with the filtering responsibility, and the circle of
mistrust continues.
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Almost half of all adults have little or no trust in media agencies; despite the lack
of trust, consumers still turn to the regular news collection companies
(Moore 1999). Priestly (1999) argues that when consumers knowingly act
against their own interests, a form of coercion is indicated. In the case of news,
the coercion is a stranglehold on collection and dissemination by the large
media companies, which allows them to filter information considered by them to
be newsworthy.

Consumers may acquiesce, because to attempt to filter the vast amount of
information available, would take an inordinate amount of time, disproportionate
to the actual level of interest of the consumer in news (Brown 2000). Having all
the information it is suggested could be as useless as having no information at
all. Once the authority to filter information has been delegated to a news agency
by consumers a degree of trust is established, not withstanding the lack of trust
claimed.

2.5.2 Marriage of Convenience

That consumers can state distrust of news media sources on the one hand, and
almost exclusively consume news from them on the other may be explained
because of convenience (Priestly 1999). Newspapers, television and radio are
very accessible. It could be argued that in many instances they are even
peripheral. Most people listen to the radio when driving. Their main purpose at
such times is certainly to travel from point A to point B, but a secondary effect
will invariably be that a portion of news will also be consumed (Ketelhohn and
Kubes 1995).
•

2.5.3 Comfortable with Old Media

Old media (such as radio, television and newspapers) has been in the public
arena for a long time. While the public may not trust old media, they regularly
demonstrate a preparedness to forgive transgressions.

Despite the hype

around the growth of the Internet, talk that Internet traffic doubles every three or
four months is a myth.
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The reality is that it still takes about ten years for new products and services to
penetrate society (Odlyzko 2001b). The Web and browsers have been adopted
faster, but the basic premise of time being needed for market penetration and
the development of trust are still applicable. The race to be first on the web, has
in many cases involved pushing print news online in its original or an
abbreviated form. Little thought is given to developing a relationship with users
or providing web specific content; newspapers may need to ‘recast for the web’
(Casale 2000) as there no history of trust as with print media to draw on.

2.5.4 Trust Decisions Impact Harder on Internet News Consumption

Trust decisions have a larger impact on Internet news consumption, because
individual Internet users specifically seek web pages. Personal ‘Star’ status of
journalists should not become the issue it has in mainstream media. Very few
newspaper sites contain news content specifically designed for the web (Pavlik,
1997). As a result, users of online news services spend little time retrieving
news, except for major breaking news events, compared to other web use
(Fidler 1997).
•

2.5.5 Opinion Pollution

Priestly (Priestly 1999) considers the most obvious source of trust violation is
“opinion pollution”. This is described as the subjective feelings of a reporter,
which taints the news. Bias of this kind may be systemic, or it may be the fault
of “rogue reporters” or both. This type of bias may be isolated to a few reporters
in an organisation, or it might be endemic. In some cases an individual’s bias
may be so blatant, that it becomes a cause for celebration by an audience.
Ultimately this type of trust violation can only be sustained by broad
organisation - wide support for certain ideas. This has been described as a trait
of ideologically homogeneous groups.
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The careers of radio presenters Alan Jones and John Laws, involved in the
well-publicised Sydney Radio 2UE “Cash for Comment” scandal in 1999, were
considered by many media commentators to be “finished”, but the conjecture
was proven to be very wrong. Rather than flounder, the careers of both
presenters have continued to flourish.

Some claims were made that the cash-for-comment affair took a toll and caused
some damage to 2UE credibility (Gottliebsen 2001). Huge media coverage
followed, with negative comments flowing from opposition and associated
organisations alike. The Australian Broadcasting Authority, uncovered a host of
secret deals throughout Australia which led it to introduce new disclosure
standards, for commercial arrangements (Meade and Spencer 2000). At about
the same time, one of the radio hosts in question was ordered to apologise to
Aborigines throughout NSW for ‘outrageous and offensive’ remarks he made on
air (Videnieks 2000). While the future of shock presenters like Jones and Laws
may not be assured, their contracts and big name profiles allow them to be a
law unto themselves. The Australian Broadcasting Authority hearing into cashfor-comment found that:-

‘...in giving effect to their commercial arrangements with other commercial
entities, Mr Jones and Mr laws had contributed a substantial failure by 2UE to
comply with the codes and conditions of its licence...’
(Meade 2001 p.3)

2.6 Traditional Media Distribution Methods

Readers often purchase newspapers, but equally they are often shared. In the
“shared” instance an element of the decision to purchase has been made by
somebody else. Many different circumstances could present themselves.
Examples include, in the family home; in the workplace; at libraries; in waiting
rooms. Many more varied examples exist, and to some extent these
consumption patterns of mainstream media also help to explain the acceptance
of a certain level of consumer mistrust of the media news presentation.
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Because traditional media distribution methods, and ease of accessibility has
aided consumer acceptance of news services, these trust with reservation
decisions have been easy to exploit.

2.7 Corporate Ownership or Community?

Technology has made virtual communities possible. Ordinary citizens can have
a voice alongside the media giants, despite efforts to control or shape them.
Despite most newspapers having online sites, few have embraced the idea of
building a sense of community. At many news sites articles posted are the
same as in print (Johnson 1997). A reason suggested for the persistence of this
mindset is:‘Newspaper companies are businesses first, and they are culturally and
corporately unable to understand the egalitarian, decentralised, peer to peer,
autonomous nature of communication on the net’.
(Martin and Hansen 1998 p.46)

2.7.1 “Growing Communities”

A trend has emerged to commodify the architecture of virtual communities
(Riley et al. 1998). Riley et al, contend that sites such as Alcoholics
Anonymous:‘have a strong design, but no single voice dominates’
(Riley et al 1998 np.)

The notion of public journalism was identified by Riley et al (1998) as the
interaction of online newspapers with their local constituent neighbourhoods
and communities. This strategy may be criticized as creating a perceived
conflict of interest, but Riley et al (1998) contend that growing communities is a
common business strategy for print newspapers, and suggests that a variation
on the theme might be operationalised in an online newspaper. Journalists can
either choose to transfer lots of information, or they can make users smarter,
more active and questioning of news events (Singer 1994).
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Making users smarter means involving them in a collaborative experience such
as interaction (Schlossberg 1998). A McKinsey –Jupiter Media Metrix study
(Brown, Tilton and Woodside 2002) of visits to World Wide Web sites by 40,000
consumers found that chat rooms, bulletin boards, product reviews and other
community features creates added value for both retail and content sites. The
study found that of the four drivers four content sites three of them were
positively affected by the addition of community features. These resulted in a
lower visitor churn rate, more frequent visits and longer visits. The only feature
that was not enhanced was the visitor acquisition cost, which was outside of the
sphere of influence of retention.

2.8 Charging for Content

In an online culture that has been fiercely resistant to paying for content, online
service providers are now clamouring to charge. Newspapers have flirted with
electronic publishing many times. There have been attempts at Videotex
(delivered over phone lines to television sets), and companies like CompuServe
offered electronic editions of national newspapers on an experimental basis in
the eighties (Bittner 1996). Unlike the early attempts at electronic publishing,
online newspapers have proliferated and there are now thousands of titles
available (Riley, Keough, Christiansen, Meilich and Pierson 1998).

It was found that the original players in the online newspaper business tended
to be from very large newspaper/publishing organisations that could cover the
inherent cash-flow problems. At the beginning of 1996 there were 154 online
papers, but by mid 1997 this had risen to 3,622. Bittner (1996) concludes that
the rapid growth of online newspapers is the most important challenge facing
newspaper publishing. The two dominant themes found by Riley et al (1998)
were that there have been changes in print journalism production practices
(need to be much faster, and may even employ a broadcast model), and there
are changes in business strategy models.
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2.9 Journalists and the Internet

Journalists are increasingly using the Internet, mainly for email, and research.
Time spent checking email has been identified as a concern to journalists
(Moses 2000; Ross 2001). They tend to be reluctant to use it in an interactive
manner with readers. Journalists without online experience tend to think in
terms of stories, news value, public service and good reading; a journalist with
online experience tends to think more about connection, organisation,
movement within and among sets of information and communication with
different people.

2.9.1 Print Journalism Changes

Riley et al (1998) contend that online newspapers were found to be slow in
recognising effective web communication, involves interactivity. Most reporters
react negatively to the idea readers could send an email about a story they
wrote, and might even expect an answer. Journalists without online experience
were described as thinking in terms of stories, news value, public service, and
things that are good to read, but a person with online experience would think in
terms of connection, organisation, movement within and among sets of
information and communication among different people. Journalists mainly
continue to transfer lots of information to passive audiences. They are in a
position online to make users smarter, more active and questioning for news
events and issues (Kenney, Gorelik and Mwangi 2000)

2.9.2 Journalists use of the Internet

The role of journalists in an online environment is changing rapidly. Until
recently, many Australian journalists didn’t even have ready access to email.
Two national studies of Australian daily newspaper journalists were conducted
in June-July 1997 and March-April 1999 (Quinn 1999). The first study was to
discover how many journalists used the Internet, particularly the email and the
World Wide Web for reporting and whether the technology was changing the
news gathering process.
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The second study noted changes over time. In the first study, only a small
number of regional journalists had adopted the Internet as a news gathering
tool. 6 per cent used email and 8 per cent accessed the Internet in some way.
This compares with 19 per cent of metropolitan reporters who sent email and 30
per cent who accessed the web. By the end of the second study, the total
number of regional journalists with Internet access had increased significantly,
and the gap between regional and metropolitan journalists had closed, although
it was still wide. At the time of the second survey (April 1999) 27 per cent of
regional reporters sent email, and 37 per cent searched the web. Metropolitan
usage had increased significantly to 62 per cent of journalists using email and
54 per cent used the web.

Management provision of training and support has been shown to be important
in providing access to and subsequent use of the Internet for newsgathering
(Garrison 1995; Houston 1996; Miller 1998). Quinn (1999) also noted that the
prevision of management support was equally important in Australia. Fairfax’s
decision to provide desktop access to its metropolitan staff came from senior
management.

The two INL-owned regional daily newspapers, the Geelong Advertiser and the
Bendigo Advertiser were well above average for the regional daily newspapers
by early 1999 (Quinn 1999). Both papers had one Internet connection in the
newsroom. The relatively high use of the Internet at these papers was
considered by Quinn (1999) to show the significance of having senior
management support. Since 1999, it is likely that all regional daily newspapers
would now have desktop access to the Internet for their staff, and the Geelong
Advertiser and the Bendigo Advertiser would no longer be classed exceptional.

As all journalists are now exposed more or less to an online environment, their
traditional role may be redefined. Journalists, as traditional senders of
messages are now faced with a new publishing method, which allows for
interaction with an audience that in the past has been kept at a safe distance, or
locked out. One conceptual approach to journalism is the theory of the journalist
as a gatekeeper (Singer 1998).
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Singer describes many studies in which the journalist’s self perception as the
person who decides what people need to know is deeply ingrained. The studies
suggest that dissemination of what is worth knowing is the journalists most
basic and most vital task in a democratic society, in which information plays a
central role. Whether the gate-keeping role will remain a high priority of online
journalists remains to be seen, as online consumers of information make
viewing choices.

The seventh annual Middleberg/Ross survey of media in the wired world found
that nearly all journalists went on line daily to check for e-mail (Ross 2001). The
study also concluded that reporters and editors are not adequately trained in net
usage. Steve Ross, one of the authors of the report, said in a statement
“Journalists repeat rumours that originate online, are increasingly willing to use
e-mail for interviewing and are unwilling to expand their readers understanding
by linking to other sites, even when the sites are not competitors”. In addition to
the amount of time spent online, sourcing information and checking e-mail,
journalists claim that there are credibility risks associated with online publishing.
These arise from the added time pressures. One such claim was that journalists
would have to be news gatherer, writer, editor, and camera operator all at once
(Moses 2000).

2.10 Attracting Online Readers
2.10.1 Content - Getting Users Involved

Tribute (1996) wrote that Dyson, a speaker at the 1996 Interactive Newspapers
Conference in San Francisco, compared interactive newspapers with a
restaurant, saying ambiance is what users buy. In a restaurant they buy the
ambiance, the waiters, the maitre d’ not just the food. To Dyson the value in an
online newspaper is not the intellectual property, but rather the intellectual
process. She claimed that the value is not in the content, for users can buy that
in a printed-paper. The value is in participating with other people, interacting in
real time, much the way talk radio happens. Interactive radio should provide a
forum for readers, rather than just delivering content.
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Dyson further contended that the essence of an interactive newspaper is to
manage the experience and to perform, not just manage the content. If users
are involved, they will pay for community and membership.

2.10.2 Stimulating the Provision of Content

Evans (quoted in Tribute 1996) suggested that forums in which members of the
community, not journalists, do the talking would be a key value of online
newspapers. The further question needs to be asked why do people access
newspapers online? What sort of information do they want and what is the
publisher’s role? Tribute states that many U.S. publishers see their role as
adding value to content provided by other suppliers, such as news agencies. In
this situation, their role may have to change to either provide or to stimulate the
provision of content.
•

2.11 Threat to Paper Based Advertising

There are now thousands of newspapers online, throughout the world, and
virtually none of them are profitable at this stage. The newspaper optimists think
their papers can successfully transfer their business models to the Internet. The
pessimists suggest that the paper based advertising monopolies are under
threat. In many cases a better service is available on a non-newspaper site, for
free (Kawasaki 1998). Specialist sites have the added advantage of knowing
their markets. Web pages such as multiple list car sites have advantages over
traditional newspaper sites, because they can offer multiple images. Other sites
have special features like a note pad facility that allows frequent searches to be
stored or ads that interest to be circled. Although many newspapers list their
print classifieds online for free, they may well have increased their print charges
at the same time to subsidise them (Fitzgerald 1996). Fitzgerald also found that
advertisers have become unhappy about poor consumer response rates to
newspapers’ click through banners and buttons as a part of their online
advertising.
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Much of this discussion has centred on defining what information is important in
terms of editorial content. Some newspapers perceive themselves as
contributing significantly to its readers through the uniqueness of their editorial
process, but this belief is not held to the same degree by many industry
observers (Tribute 1996). Besides targeted local news, general news is not
seen as a key ingredient for an online news service. Tribute claims that some
advertisers have decided to build their own Web sites for their customers,
adding their own content to their own advertisements.

2.11.1 Traditional Loyalties

Traditional loyalties are not enough to keep advertisers. Advertisers are
increasingly making comments such as “I don’t care who succeeds”, or “The
issue is to come up with consumer-value-driven interfaces or loose the
advertising revenue they have now” (Zollman 1998).

The retail consumer in turn, will, indirectly exert an unprecedented influence on
advertising prices. By being able to search out the best deals, retail margins will
be shaved, which in turn will lead to reduced ability/willingness to pay for
advertising. The very competitive nature of the Internet will continue to put a
downward pressure on advertising rates (Phau and Poon 2000). With the
general reluctance to pay for online advertising showing no sign of easing,
newspapers are desperately looking for alternative revenue streams (Fine 1999;
Kawasaki 1998; Moses 2000).

2.12 Business Strategy Models

Most newspaper sites have appeared in response to the perceived threat of the
Internet (Kerwin 1999; Barringer 2000). Barringer asserts that newspaper
publishers initially responded to the Internet out of fear, but they have moved
beyond that now to a sense of cautious optimism. They see a new breed of
competitor but they also see themselves. Business strategies have not adapted
though. They are usually print publishing strategies, which incorporate an
Internet strategy.
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The challenge for publishers is to adapt a media-neutral stance that allows them
to keep their businesses tied to whatever distribution forms the consumer
demands (Kerwin 1999). The opportunity to customise, search and compare in
a global marketplace extends the regional focus of most newspapers, and it
demands additional considerations of content, advertising and delivery formats
(Palmer and Eriksen 1999).

2.12.1 Web Competitors

The notion of competition is becoming fuzzy. Online papers are thinking in
terms of web competitors, rather than just local or national competitors. Some
are attempting to “Colonise”, by locking visitors into their sites or associated
sites, an occurrence referred to by Riley et al. (1998) as ‘Trapped in Space’.
These protectionist behaviours, which also prevent journalists including links to
external sites, are becoming common as business strategies move from a
developmental orientation to one of acquisition and coalition. The concept of
community may increasingly become lost as the commodification of information
continues. Rheingold (1993) expressed concern that::-

‘What we know and do now is important because it is still possible for people
around the world to make sure this new sphere of vital human discourse
remains open to citizens of the planet before the political and economic big
boys seize it, censor it and sell it back to us.’
(Rheingold 1993 np.)

2.12.2 Reasons for Online Presence

Why newspapers have rushed to get online may be considered often in terms of
“not wanting to miss out” rather that a cohesive business strategy. Tribute
(1996) provided survey results that gave the number one reason newspapers
wanted to be online was to remain the top information source in their market.
Another reason suggested was to create new or additional advertising
opportunities.
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Tribute (1996) quoted Kelsey who suggested that a successful online
newspaper should:•

Build the newspapers position in the marketplace

•

Attract local consumers daily

•

Provide local information and communication

•

Meet evolving customer needs

He stated that the product should be community based, interactive, flexible and
designed around the needs of the advertising segments. Development should
be around the specific needs and interests of users in having context rather
than content analysis. Response to technological change has historically been
important for firm survival. In the case of disruptive technologies previous
research has shown that firms fail to commit resources because proposals do
not fit the criteria set in the existing resource allocation process (Christensen
1997). Gilbert (2001) found that threat framing helped firms adapt, but in the
process rigidities were set that prove maladaptive in the face of disruptive
change. Structural independence was found by Gilbert to create de-coupling of
threat and opportunity framing.

2.12.3 Free Services

Users of free services on the Internet are also finding out that someone
ultimately must pay for a service. It was thought that business could be won,
simply by attracting visitors to a site. Services were going to be paid for by
making profits on advertising, volume and/or value added products. This has
not happened and many start-ups are now making deals with traditional
businesses (Gilmor 2001). Many free services on the net disappear overnight,
causing massive disruption to people who have accumulated data.

2.12.4 Commercial Models

The relationship between advertisers and news providers is often cloudy.
Subscription models have never been strong in Australia, and advertisingfunded models appear to supply information for free.
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Priestly (1999), sees profit per advertiser as much more important than profit
per consumer. Readers are important primarily as sales figures presented to
prospective underwriters. Reliance on advertising or corporate ownership
selects for news that is business-friendly. High readership just puts a higher
price on advertising space.

2.12.5 Fundamental Shift in Newspaper Economics

A fundamental shift in the economics of information is underway. In “Strategy
and the new Economics of Information”, the deconstruction of the Value Chain
is discussed (Evans and Wurster 1997). It is asserted that newspapers are
traditionally built on a vertically integrated value chain. Journalists and
advertisers supply copy, editors lay it out, presses print the physical product,
and an elaborate distribution system delivers it to readers each morning. It is
suggested that newspaper companies act a s a conduit between the journalist
and the reader because of the economies of scale in printing and distribution.
This relationship would change, when readers consider electronic (tablets)
transmission as an alternative. Editors or even journalists would be able to
email content directly to readers.

Evans asserts that the timing of total deconstruction is not the issue, as pieces
can be unbundled today. It is suggested that the greatest vulnerability for
newspapers is not the total substitution of a new business model but steady
erosion through a sequence of partial substitutions that will make the current
business model unsustainable.

2.12.6 Total Service Model

U.S. Publisher Knight-Ridder sees the provision of a “total” service as the
economic model to follow; from ownership of the access to information (ISP’s),
user training, design help and national advertising sales (Tribute 1996).
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The multiple revenue streams, obtained with Internet access would then be
•

Subscription fees for newspaper content

•

Premium charges for library access and NewsHound

•

Classified and other newspaper advertising

2.12.7 Sex Site Lessons

Sex and pornography content has demonstrated an ability to be profitable. Adult
sites use techniques that mainstream content sites have avoided, and the sex
industry has been successful online, where the mainstream media has mostly
failed - in charging for content (Outing 2001). The largest difference suggested
by Outing, between adult and mainstream sites is that the audience is much
more willing to pay for sex. Lane (Lane 2000) considers the reason is that adult
sites clearly offer something of higher value than can be obtained elsewhere.
Consumers get access to thousands of photos, videos, and chat compared to
magazines, which have very limited content. The other major advantage given
is that subscription is available anonymously.

There is no need for the embarrassment of buying erotica from a sales
assistant. Lane believes mainstream web publishers need to better define the
value that consumers get if they are to pay for content. He gives an example of
ConsumerReports.org which offers a subscription searchable data base which
is easier and more convenient than going through back issues of the magazine.
Lane suggests that mainstream content sites ‘focus on figuring out what content
is compelling to the consumer, what sets (your site) apart’, and charge for that.
In an interview with Outing (2001), Lane was not optimistic that the sex
industries online referral systems can be adapted to the mainstream world,
except inn some niche markets, where there would be a benefit by trading
referrals and commissions on sales generated by competitors. This could
happen in certain news industry niche Web services, he suggests, although he
also notes that referral fees are declining even in the sex industry. Lane states
that the sex industry sites excel at interactivity and community. The recent move
has been towards smaller niche pay sites with only about 10 major sex players
left.
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Just like mainstream online content sites, adult web sites are experiencing a
decline in advertising revenue, and the sites that are performing well are those
that have adopted the subscription model.

2.12.8 Free Online Under Threat

Much of the international newspaper industry is now finding out that some form
of subscription or “user pays” will need to supplement advertising for long term
sustainability. The Financial Times, main international rival of The Wall Street
Journal has been a vocal advocate of a “free” online presence, supported by
advertising. This model is under threat as advertising rates have been forced
rapidly downward by competition. The Financial Times has announced the
introduction of a “Premium service”, by subscription (Rushe 2001). Critics are
hailing the decision as an indication of the failure of Pearson’s (the company
that owns the Financial Times) much heralded free online policy. The Wall
Street Journal charges a subscription for its site. Rushe reports that they argue
they can charge more for their ads, as they know who their subscribers are and
advertisements can be targeted.

The New York Times will begin selling a complete digital copy on the Internet
this year (Australian Associated Press 2001). This will be as a separate service,
and in addition to its existing free site. It will be available to single copy buyers
and subscribers. Most of the editorial is already available, but this will be a more
complete, and fully downloadable version. A legal shift has also opened the way
for audiences to get used to paying for content The legal battle that has finally
shut down the Napster free music MP3 download site, has opened the way for
the music giants to take back control of the industry. Until now the promise of
anarchic file sharing has prevented the development of alternative approaches,
which the music companies will now be forced to develop (Ellis 2001).
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2.13 Conclusion

Economic models for profitable content delivery still need to be proven. If there
is a role for online newspapers, and specifically regional newspapers the
relationship between content and advertising needs to be examined. Further
fragmentation of the traditional newspaper market into more specialist,
advertising sites, could have a major effect on the future viability of many
newspapers.
Online news and content publishers are getting increasingly concerned about
the threat to their revenue base. Shovelware sites could be expected to turn
visitors away. Further investigation is needed :•

To determine the type of content audiences want

•

To determine the relationship between regional newspapers and readership
in an online environment.

•

To determine how regional newspapers may optimise their use of
information technology and derive appropriate adjustment strategies.

•

To determine if Internet users are regular readers of regional newspapers.

Establishing

what

online

content

and

services

an

audience

would

enthusiastically receive is a central issue that will allow newspapers to
implement successful outcomes. Online news and content publishers are
getting increasingly desperate (Darby 1999; Casale 2000). If newspapers intend
to remain distributors of the ‘News’ a greater understanding of content in an
electronic environment will have to be developed. The issues identified in the
literature, provided the focus for the subsequent research. In the next chapter
the research methodology used for the study is explained. The choice of
research paradigm is justified and the research design and techniques that
were used to investigate, content and user preferences are described.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

The motives for newspapers going online were considered in the literature
review. Although few newspaper sites are profitable, having a web site is no
longer optional (Taylor 1999). Prevailing newspaper industry attitudes have
moved from abject fear of the Internet (Editor and Publisher 1996; Kawasaki
1998; Taylor 1999) to one of cautious optimism. Newspapers are starting to use
Internet technology to augment their print sales (Borzo 2001).

The online

presence of the regional newspapers studied in this research varies, from
minimalist, to major investments. Some observers such as Brown (Brownb
1999) believe newspapers should only ‘make a small bet.’ Brown goes on to
say the future is murky. The bounty of free news online has confused even
some readers - they wonder why their publishers are suddenly happy to put free
news on the web. They justify the practice as brand protection and R&D’.
(Brownb 1999).
To date, users of Internet services have not shown a ready willingness to
embrace subscription except for specialist services. Newspapers around the
world, including several regional newspapers in this study, are flirting with the
idea of subscription (i.e. paying for content) as online advertising revenue fails
to meet expectations. Identifying what type and shape, online content should
take, will be of critical importance for attracting and ultimately charging users.

The research questions, which emerged from the review of literature, focus on
the nature of, perceived user desire for, and user interest in, content. Answers
to these issues are considered by the researcher to be prerequisites, before
questions of models of profitability can be addressed in future research.
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A positivist approach has been adopted for this research. The chapter briefly
reviews the usefulness of positivist and phenomenological philosophies, and
presents an argument for proceeding with a positivist approach. The
methodology chosen is a cross-sectional study. Content analysis and survey
techniques will be used to gather data. Reasons for the selection of a crosssectional study and the associated data gathering techniques will be justified
and possible alternatives discussed. The techniques were chosen as being the
most suitable to deliver information that is reliable, and that will provide an
insight into the research questions.

3.2 Research Paradigm

The positivist approach implies that the researcher is working with an
observable social reality and the end product of such research can be the
derivation of laws or law-like generalisations (when results have been
sufficiently replicated) similar to those produced by the physical and natural
scientists (Williams, Money, and Swartz 1998). It is assumed that there are
independent causes that lead to observed effects, that evidence is critical, that
parsimony is important and that it should be possible to generalise or to model
the

observed

phenomena.

Positivism

then,

emphasises

quantifiable

observations that lend themselves to statistical analysis (Williams, Money, and
Swartz 1998).

Jung (1995) questions the usefulness of positivism claiming it provides insights
sparingly, and works with concepts of averages that are far too general to take
into account the variety of an individuals’ life.
Conversely Neuman (1997) states that to the Positivist, science is a never
ending quest for knowledge that links ideas to the certainty of the social world.
Neuman contends that the context and meanings of the social world are
essential to the understanding of social behaviour. A true positivist approach
repudiates the use of content and meanings because the evidence is not free of
theory and value (Tesch 1990).
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Phenomenology on the other hand is a derivation of positivism and naturalistic
inquiry that seeks an understanding of everyday experiences through reliance
on individual theory, value, or interpretation (Tesch 1990). Interpretative
research seeks to describe and understand differences in social and physical
reality by a systematic analysis of social observations in natural settings
(Neuman 1997). Neuman contends that interpretive or descriptive research
provides profiles of groups or segments and describes them in terms of
frequency of occurrence. From this act of segmentation descriptive research
may allow a better understanding of market activity to be gained, through the
gathering of background information, dismissing of old theories or by the
identification of potential areas of social or marketing research (Neuman 1997).

3.2.1 Choice of Research Paradigm

It can be argued that positivism and phenomenology are not totally different in
their impact on research and in the generalisability of their findings. One of the
main components of positivism is that it takes a reductionist approach to
exploring the relationships between variables. This can lead to a simplistic
interpretation of outcomes. A phenomenological approach on the other hand is
not reductionist but holistic. These paradigms are better understood as falling
somewhere along a continuum of core ontological assumptions, ranging from
positivism to phenomenology (Hussey and Hussey 1997). In many instances
both forms of data are necessary – not quantitative used to test qualitative, but
both used as supplements.

This provides an opportunity for mutual verification. Different forms of data on
the same subject may be used, which, when compared, will each generate
theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Features of both Positivistic and
Phenomenological paradigms are displayed in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Features of the Two Paradigms

Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997)

A combination of techniques will be called for because another will use the
results from one method to compliment and in some cases crosscheck the
results. This approach is termed ‘triangulation’. Kane (1992) represents archival
review, questionnaires, interviews, and participant observation as potentially
overlapping in scope:-

‘Similarly a conclusion that can be reached in several ways is less vulnerable
than a conclusion that depends on a single line of argument. The use of
multiple independent sources of evidence to support a conclusion is often called
triangulation’.
(Kane 1992 p.528)

Hussey and Hussey (1997) use the terms positivistic rather than quantitative
and phenomenological, rather than qualitative because it is possible for a
positivistic paradigm to produce qualitative data and vice versa. This is the
rationale that this research will be using, incorporating the methodologies
shown in figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2 Possible Methodological Approaches

Image

removed

Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997)

The nature of the problem being investigated will determine the choice of the
methodological approach. Attributes of the various approaches identified in
figure 3.2 are:-

1. Cross-sectional studies are designed to obtain information on
variables in different contexts, but at the same time. Normally
different organizations or groups of people are selected and
differences are noted. Cross-sectional studies are used when there
are time constraints, and they can take a ‘snap shot’ of an ongoing
situation, but they do not allow for cause-effect relationships to be
confirmed.

2. Experimental studies are conducted either in a laboratory or in a
natural setting in a systematic way and do allow for cause-effect
relationships to be confirmed.
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3. Longitudinal studies are carried out over time and they may look at a
variable or a group of subjects. The aim is to revisit the problem over
the period in which the problem runs its course. Repeated
observations are taken to measure the change in the subject
phenomena, and cause-effect relationships can be explored.

4. A survey draws a sample of subjects from a population studied to
make inferences about the population. If the sample is small data
may be collected from every member of the population. When the
population is large only a sample of the population is used.

3.2.2

Deduction or Induction

The dominant paradigm in this research is the positivistic paradigm, with some
qualitative aspects used in the process of data collection and analysis.
Deductive research derives a conclusion by logical reasoning in which the
conclusions about issues follow from general premises. The research moves
from the general to the particular. Inductive research develops generalised
conclusions from the observation of particular instances. It moves from the
specific to the general. A combination of deductive and inductive methods will
be used, as it is difficult to go theory free into the research (Perry, 1998).
Emphasis in this dissertation has been on building a theory through
observation, but it has been informed, and guided by the existing literature
discussed in chapter 2. By approaching these issues of empiricism, theoretical
research, positivism and phenomenology in the context of this study, a positivist
approach will be taken.

3.3 The Research Design and Techniques

The research design consists of a number of sections that interact and often
occur simultaneously. A model of research design decision-making suggested
by Tull and Hawkins (1990) presents a useful process for planning and
undertaking activities.
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The steps are:•

Select the data collection methods

•

Select the measurement technique

•

Select the sample

•

Select the analytical approach

•

Specify the time and financial costs

•

Prepare the research proposal

A cross-sectional method is the most appropriate for the various components
this study. The time allotted to complete the project is twelve months, and a
meaningful longitudinal study would not be possible within this time frame.
Having identified newspaper content as the central issue in the study, three
different scenarios are to be investigated. A point in time ‘snapshot’ will provide
appropriate data to paint a detailed picture of the current online newspaper
situation relating to content. The data collected could also be incorporated into
any future study using longitudinal techniques.

The data was collected from three sources. These were:•

The content of print and online Victorian daily regional
newspapers

3.4

•

Regional newspapers editorial staff interviews

•

Regional newspaper user survey

Data Collection Techniques

Positivistic research methodology uses two types of data collection methods –
•

Experimental and

•

Non-experimental
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Experimental research requires the manipulation of one or more variables to
examine the effects on the subjects in a group.
It is generally used to answer questions of how and why (Tung and Heminger,
1993 in Williams, Money and Swartz 1998). Non-experimental research does
not allow for control, as the variables cannot be manipulated and groups cannot
be assigned. In business research it is difficult to arrange experiments, and
problems often arise with confounding variables which may obscure the effect
of other variables (Hussey and Hussey 1997) Because of the A nonexperimental technique will be used in this research for these reasons. Nonexperimental techniques can be divided into four broad categories, namely
Observational research, Archival research, Case study research and Survey
research. This study will use the techniques of archival review, questionnaires,
interviews, and participant observation. These techniques are described and
their use justified:-

Archival
Archival research involves the direction of questions at people and at written
sources, concerning issues both in the present and in the past, in order to
understand the present and to predict the future, using either historical review or
biographical analysis. A literature review is often used, as in this research to
identify current knowledge on the online newspaper industry and to establish
where knowledge was either lacking or further insight is needed.

Observation
All research is derived from observation. There are three types of observation
possible, passive observations, observations of the consequences of
uncontrolled interventions and observations of the results of deliberate
interventions. They are not mutually exclusive and a research project may
contain any or all of them (Williams, Money and Swartz 1998). Passive
observation is the most frequently used in business research when the
researcher has to rely on evidence that already exists and experiments are not
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possible. Evidence is collected in the form of interviews, surveys, content
analysis, written reports, or any other observable source.
Some of these tools are examined, and their suitability will be assessed for use
in the current research.

Content Analysis

A content analysis is a form of observational study that identifies a body of
material to analyse and creates a system to record aspects of the material
(Zikmund 2000). A benefit of a content analysis is the minimization of
interviewer and reporting bias (Malhotra, Peterson and Kleiser 1997). Content
analysis determine, within defined categories, ‘the frequency of features
appearing in the message as a quantitative description of the diverse qualitative
content (Zikmund 2000). Only actuality is measured, and perceived or intended
behaviour is not. Reasons for behaviour are not discernable which is a failing of
observational techniques (Malhoutra, Peterson and Kleiser 1997). Used as an
exploratory technique, a content analysis is a descriptive research tool
(Zikmund 2000). A random sample is often used for the selection of time and
place of source material (Neuman 1997). Personal judgement may also be used
for a particular purpose at a particular time. This judgement sample is a nonprobability sample because there is deliberate or convenience choice in the
selection of the source material (Zikmund 2000).

A body of evidence was presented in the literature review, which questioned the
assertion that ‘Content is King’ on the Internet. Before this assertion can be
tested, it is necessary to ‘measure’ what the nature and quantum of the editorial
content is. Six Victorian daily newspapers were selected for the study. A
previous study of metropolitan print newspaper content (Henningham 1996)
was used and the editorial classification criterion was adapted. The entire
editorial (journalist generated) content of both print and online newspapers was
measured over a six-day period. The print findings were compared to the
metropolitan newspaper results of Henningham (1996); the similarities and
differences between print and online content classifications were established,
and the data was then be contrasted with the online user survey response.
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Surveys
A survey is a positivistic methodology whereby a sample of subjects is drawn
from a population and studied to make inferences about the population. If the
sample is small data may be collected from every member of the population.
When the population is large only a sample of the population is used. If a survey
is to be used, the stages involved in its deployment are sample selection,
survey type (face-to-face, telephone, mail, and computer) and whether it is a
descriptive or analytical survey (Williams, Money, and Swartz 1998).

Interviews

Interviews are used in many techniques, such as case studies, in-depth
surveys, and large-scale surveys. The role that the interviewer plays, and the
constraints that may apply, need to be clearly defined as appropriate in
conjunction with the techniques being used. If an interview is going to be
repeated some structure or schedule may need to be used to allow
comparisons to be drawn between interviews.

3.5

Measurement Techniques Employed

3.5.1 Literature Review

A literature review was conducted to explore the plethora of issues surrounding
online newspapers. The role of online newspapers has evolved rapidly
particularly since 1996, and it was necessary for the literature review to reflect
this. Most writings prior to 1996 were related to print publications, or to the
perceived threat of competition from the Internet. Literature, post 1996 showed
a large increase in the number of online newspapers. The gaps identified in
literature in relation to user attitudes to content, gave rise to the framing of the
questions investigated in this dissertation.
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3.5.2 Newspaper Content Analysis

The most suitable method to examine the print and online content of the
selected newspapers is a content analysis. Only a few Australian studies have
considered the ‘total content’ of newspapers. One major content analysis of
metropolitan

newspapers

conducted

by

Henningham

(1996)

and

the

classifications used in this study have been adapted from Henninghams work.

To allow similar newspapers to be compared, six Victorian daily regional papers
were chosen, each having a web presence. The newspapers included in the
study were The Bendigo Advertiser, Geelong Advertiser, The Courier, The
Border Mail, The Standard and The Shepparton News. The Sunraisia Daily was
excluded because it did not have an online presence. Newspapers were
purchased over a six day period, and the online pages were also examined
daily for the same six days. The data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet to
analyse frequencies for content source and type for each of the regional
newspapers studied. Table 3.1 shows the categories used.

Table 3.1 Content Classification Categories

Content Source

Code

Content Type

Code

Local

1

Politics

1

Australian

2

Economy

2

International

3

Crime/Courts

3

Foreign

4

Accidents/Disasters

4

Culture/Entertainment/Popular

5

Culture
Science/Medicine

6

Social Issues/Welfare/Education

7

International Relations

8

Sport

9

Letters/Interaction

10

Source: adapted from Henningham (1996)
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Local content referred to news that was collected within the region, and its
content has a local focus. Australian referred to anywhere else within the state
or nationally. International refers to overseas news that relates directly to
Australia and foreign news has no direct relationship to Australia.

Some of the content type categories are self-evident. These are politics,
Crime/Courts, Accidents/Disasters, Science/Medicine, International Relations,
Sport, Social Issues/Welfare/Education and Letters/Interaction. Economy
included

anything

of

a

business

or

economic

nature

and

Culture/Entertainment/Popular Culture is a broad category, which includes
anything of a general interest or entertainment value.

The content analysis allowed the total editorial output of a newspaper to be
measured, without reference to either the reader, or specific subject matter.
This was to allow the main characteristics of the different titles to be identified
so differences and similarities could be noted.

McQuail (1977) cited in Henningham (1996), expressed the significance of
content analysis as:

‘While the results as reported bear only indirectly on editorial standards, they
may be helpful in assessing the diversity of the press and in establishing the
main characteristics of different titles and different types of newspaper’.
Source: McQuail (1977 np.)

These

major

characteristics

of

the

newspapers,

when

compared

to

Henninghams study, would also identify points of difference, between,
metropolitan content, and regional content.
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3.5.3

Newspaper Editorial Staff Interviews

It is the Editorial staff that provides the content for the online versions of their
respective newspapers. Many issues could have been considered including
staff attitudes to online papers, management commitment, resources,
advertising, and alternative revenue options. There would be ample scope for
intensive case studies to be undertaken at each individual paper. Such a study
may be conducted in the future. For this research, content was kept as the
central focus as ultimately growth, and eventual profitability will only be
achieved, if users visit the sites.

A semi structured interview technique was used that combined both a
structured and unstructured format. Williams, Money et al. 1998 describe to
open ended and semi structured interview techniques. Semi-structured
interviews are used when the researcher has an interview guide or
questionnaire to provide some structure. Where the research is being
conducted in several locations it is particularly important that such an interview
guide is used to systematise the collection of information that will enable
comparisons to be made during the analysis phase (Williams, Money et al.
1998) This method was favoured as it allowed the responses from each of the
newspapers visited to be compared.

3.5.4 Staff Interview Protocol
A format of open-ended questions was used for all newspaper staff interviews.
The questions were based on regional newspaper issues identified in the
literature review and from the newspaper staff’s personal experiences. The
Chief of Staff and/or the Editor of all papers were telephoned and invited to
participate in an interview. They were asked if the interview could be tape
recorded and transcribed, but an option was given to also make comments off
record if required. Standardised questions were asked at all interview sites and
the time taken was approximately one hour. All interviews were conducted
within a one-month period.
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3.5.5 Readership Questionnaire
A large survey was chosen as the method to collect data on online users.
Because the online population is large, only a sample of the whole population
could be used. The two major types of surveys are descriptive and analytical.
A descriptive survey is concerned with identifying and counting the frequency of
a specific population either at a point in time, or at various times for comparison.
The other major type of survey is an analytical survey where the intention is to
establish if there is any relationship between different variables (Hussey and
Hussey 1997). As the object of the survey in the present research is to identify
attitudes to online content by users, a descriptive survey will be used.

The alternatives for asking the survey questions are, by telephone, face-to-face,
mail, or online. Pertinent issues with respect to each of these alternatives are
discussed below:-

Personal interviewing:•

Has a fair to high response rate, and it is flexible because it allows
the use of visual aids or props.

•

Disadvantages are it can be very time intensive, the interviewer
can influence the subject’s responses and it can be expensive (De
Vaus 1990; Zikmund 2000).

Telephone interviews:•

Are much less costly and have the advantage of speed in data
collection.

Mail surveys:•

Are cost effective and they can be administered to specific
populations, although they have a disadvantage of fair to poor
response rates (Tull and Hawkins 1990).
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Web based surveys:•

Can have an advantage of speed of administration and cost
effectiveness.

•

The major disadvantage of web-based surveys is that some
members of the population do not have Internet access. This lack
of access would exclude some members of the population from
participating in the survey who could participate by one of the
other methods.

As the survey is primarily concerned with user preferences in online newspaper
sites, some user knowledge of the Internet and the ability to access the web is
desirable. Only using respondents with access to the Internet was deemed to
be the most appropriate for the survey, whilst noting attempts to attract
respondents would need to be multi-faceted to get a good cross section of
Internet users (discussed in sampling selection 3.6.1).

3.5.6 Questionnaire Protocol
The large survey of online users required volunteer respondents. The survey
could be returned anonymously or names and email addresses could be
included to enter a competition to encourage participation. The survey was
located on the researchers personal web page. The splash (introduction) page
to the questionnaire, included background information on the research project.
Respondents were invited to first visit a regional newspaper site by clicking a
link provided, before returning to complete the questionnaire. Details were also
provided on the introduction page of the prize offered in the competition for
completing the survey, terms and conditions, and the date of the prize draw was
also included.

3.6 Questionnaire Design

A respondent friendly design was developed to compensate for the lack of
Internet experience of many web users. The questionnaire was tested with a
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small sample of respondents, both for the type and wording of questions and for
usability.
Explanations were provided to compliment the structural design element of the
web questionnaire, to minimise confusion, particularly for inexperienced Internet
users. Dillman and Bowker (2001) identified the following issues:1. People who lack computer experience do not know how to provide
and erase certain answers e.g. radio buttons which require clicking
on a different answer choice vs HTML boxes which require reclicking the same box (to turn off).
2. Not knowing what to do with a drop down menu.
3. Not being able to see all the answer choices without scrolling down
the page.
4. Being forced to answer ever question, even when none of the
answer choices seemed appropriate.
5. Not knowing how to close the end of the questionnaire.
6. Only being able to see one question at a time, so that when their
concentration was interrupted they had to figure out how to back up
and see a question in order to answer the current one.
7. Having to take multiple actions to answer each question (e.g. clicking
on an answer choice, moving to the scroll bar in order to reveal a
‘click for next page instruction,’ and then clicking on that instruction to
make the next question appear.

Design issues detailed above which were raised by Dillman and Bowker (2001)
were used to cross-check the usability and functionality of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire included the following features:•

Three types of buttons, namely radio buttons, check boxes and
drop down menus (points 1 and 2). The drop down menus
included a ‘Please select’ first line. The radio buttons were all yes
or no buttons and the check boxes included the instruction ‘please
check all that apply’.
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•

The questionnaire used scrolling down the page, but multiple
questions were visible on each page (Point 3).

•

All questions did not have to be answered (Point 4).

The other main functional features of the questionnaire were:•

A ‘submit’ button was provided on an automated form and clear
instructions given on returning to the original web page (Point 5).

•

All the questions on one page with scrolling (Point 6).

•

No multiple actions are necessary to answer any questions (Point
7).

The questionnaire is included in Appendix V.

3.6.1 Sample Selection

Six regional newspapers were chosen as the basis of the research,
because:•

They were all daily newspapers, and

•

They all had an online presence.

For both the content analysis, and the newspaper editorial staff, interviews, only
the six selected newspapers were considered.

Respondents to the large online user survey were drawn from all areas of
Victoria. Responses were also received from other regions and states as well
several from international respondents. Respondents were sought by –
•

Advertisements in the six print regional newspapers

•

Advertisements in the Weekly Times (Victorian Rural Newspaper
with wide regional coverage)

•

Media and press releases to both print and electronic media

•

Group emails at Ballarat University and the Gordon Institute of
Tafe (Geelong)

•

Survey links on regional newspaper web pages.
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A conscious decision was taken not to include a print based questionnaire in
addition to an online questionnaire. It was acknowledged that many people do
not have access to the Internet. The primary purpose of the online
questionnaire was to collect data on what features people would like to be
incorporated into an online regional newspaper site. Respondents would need
some familiarity with using the Internet to be able to answer the questions in an
informed manner.

3.7 Strengths and Limitations of the Research

Most newspapers, worldwide perceived the Internet as a disruptive technology,
and their response, typically has been maladaptive. The rush to place
newspapers on the web has been in response to competition from competing
newspaper publishers, rather than as a result of strategic planning (Gilbert
2001). Few (if any) online newspapers are profitable, and in many cases there
is little prospect of profitability in the short to medium term. The study of
literature highlighted the strength of the Internet as a communications system,
and pointed to some of the failings in terms of content provision. This study will
provide an insight to the type of content currently provided online. Editorial
directions in terms of content provision and attitudes will be discussed and this
will be contrasted with user requirements. Conclusions will be drawn, and
recommendations will be made to allow newspapers to reshape their online
publications to respond to their user requirements. This research will be limited
to a thorough investigation of content. It is anticipated that the study will provide
a basis for further investigation. Future research, may deal with developing
profitable online models, outside of the traditional Advertising/Editorial matrix.

3.7.1 Reliability and Internal Validity

The findings can be said to be reliable if anyone else repeats the research and
gets the same results (Hussey and Hussey 1997). The research design is
relatively simple and the content analysis, interview/survey and the large-scale
survey could all be repeated.
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Studying six different newspapers also allows results to be compared between
the newspapers and consistent trends could be read as validating results. Every
effort has been made to keep respondents interested in the large-scale survey.
To further enhance the internal validity of the large-scale survey, respondents
have been asked for their postcode to allow cross checking with the newspaper
they have selected. The data will be entered into an excel spreadsheet, before
transferring to SPSS for analysis. A major benefit of entering the data into Excel
first is that duplicate entries will be highlighted when typed into the name, email
or postcode fields, and they can be excluded from the study.

3.8 Data Analysis

The data collected in the project was both quantitative and qualitative. The
content analysis uses frequencies to examine the classification and source of
articles. These results have in turn been compared to Henningham (1996)
metropolitan survey and similarities or differences have been noted.

The newspaper interview/surveys will be transcribed, and similarities and
differences between the attitudes and policies of the different newspaper
Editors/Chief of Staff have been noted and discussed. The survey of online
users was analysed using SPSS. The analysis included frequencies and crosstabulations, and results were contrasted with those of the interviews.

3.9 Generalisability

Whilst individual newspapers were identified, it is anticipated that the results will
be applicable across all online regional newspaper sites, and to online content
publishing in general. This is because the issues of content, localness,
interactivity and connectivity are applicable to users both on a local basis and
internationally. The data analysis was related to the literature to draw parallels
between the results and published literature.
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3.10 Conclusion

The research methodology and techniques used in this study were selected
after examining a range of available literature on business research
methodology. Existing research previously published was identified in the
literature review, and the methodology used for similar research was
considered. The content analysis in particular, described in the next chapter,
was based on Henningham’s methodology. While online questionnaires are
becoming more popular as a survey tool, special consideration was paid to the
layout, and usability of the design, and to the reliability of the data collected.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTENT ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

Most studies of newspaper content have only considered particular aspects of
newspaper coverage (Henningham 1996). They include studies of foreign
content, geographical sources, crime, sport, women’s issues, political content,
racial and ethnic issues, science and news values. Few studies have
considered the “entire news content” of newspapers as an end unto itself.
Henningham (1996) cited Henry Mayer’s (1964) content analysis as the first
systematic study of the editorial priorities of Australia’s major newspapers, as it
considered the entire news content, not just an aspect of it.

An examination of content of regional newspapers is timely, and a comparison
with metropolitan content (as measured by Henningham) would be expected to
yield significant differences in both the focus and source of content. This print
analysis could then be compared to the online content posted by regional
newspapers. It is the purpose of this chapter to look at both print and online
content. This will form a basis to better understand differences and similarities
between print and online content in terms of article type and source.

Because individual readership patterns, and interests vary widely, a content
analysis allows the total editorial output of a newspaper to be measured without
reference to the reader or specific subject matter. Henningham (1996) cited
McQuail (1977) in relation to his own major study. McQuail expressed the view
that reported results of a content analysis only bear indirectly on editorial
standards, but they would rather be helpful in assessing general differences in
the press and in establishing the main characteristics of individual titles and
different types of newspaper.
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Similarly the purpose of this chapter is to assess the main characteristics of
print and online regional newspapers rather than to consider editorial standards.
Results are included of the print and online content analysis, and they detail the
content type and source of each article measured. The online physical
characteristics of the sites are also described, as web pages differ considerably
in terms of appearance, usability, interactivity and flow (ease of movement
through the site). This is in contrast to the physical appearance of print
newspapers, which are either broadsheet or tabloid. Having established the
nature of content provided online, it was possible to compare these results with
the survey responses of online user expectations provided in chapter 6.

4.2 Newspapers Analysed

Newspaper and online content was measured for a six-day period, Monday the
14th May until Saturday 20th May 2001. The newspapers included in the study
were:•

The Courier (Ballarat)

•

Geelong Advertiser

•

The Standard (Warrnambool and South West)

•

The Border Mail (North East Victoria and Southern NSW)

•

Shepparton News

•

Bendigo Advertiser

The Courier, Geelong Advertiser, The Standard and the Bendigo Advertiser
were purchased locally and the Border Mail and the Shepparton News were
subscribed to for the week. The Shepparton News is published for five days a
week and the other papers for six. The Shepparton News was delivered for the
first three days, but was not delivered for the remaining two days. Requests
were made on two separate occasions for the missing papers and they were
then delivered.
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The Sunraisia Daily was not included because it has no web presence. The web
presence of the Geelong Advertiser is minimal5 but the paper was considered
significant so it was included in the print analysis.

4.3 Content Analysis

Content was assessed by topic and by region (source). Advertising and
advertising feature articles were not included in the content analysis as the
research was primarily concerned with comparing print and online information,
news or opinion. A the present time the number of advertisements online is
limited and it was considered advertising content would be best assessed in a
future study. Detailed topic and content categories were assigned to each
article as follows.

4.3.1 Topic

Ten content categories (see appendix 1) were used, derived from the nine
consolidated categories developed by Henningham, (1996) and the addition of
a tenth category (letters to the editor/interaction).

All articles were coded

according to topic category and region in each of the six newspapers for the six
days, except the Shepparton News, which was coded for five days (only
published Monday through Friday.) The online regional sites were accessed
daily, and each item posted on them, was coded. The regional sites varied
considerably in terms of quantity of content, the presentation of the content, and
the type of content. On some sites dates did not appear on all items. This
confusion may have led to the classification of some old articles, but it is not
considered that the integrity of the comparison between print and online
publications was compromised. It was the proportions of content categories that
were being compared, not the total number.

5

Since the content analysis was completed, it was discovered that the Geelong Advertiser has daily news
items posted on “Geelong Info” a company affiliated with the Geelong Advertiser
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The categories used were: -

1. Politics
2. Economy
3. Crime/Courts
4. Accidents/disasters
5. Culture/entertainment/popular culture
6. Science/medicine
7. Social Issues/welfare/education
8. International relations
9. Sport
10. Letters/interaction

4.3.2 Region

Four regional categories (Appendix 2) were included, to attribute a geographic
source to each item. The categories were :-

1. Local
2. Australian
3. International
4. Foreign

4.4 Print Physical Characteristics

Most local stories had been both sourced and produced locally. State, federal
and foreign articles were mainly sourced from news agencies of from affiliate
newspapers, often metropolitan daily newspapers. Whenever possible articles
were given a local perspective, a practice commonly referred to as ‘localising’
by the regional newspaper journalists. Articles included news stories, news
briefs, opinion, editorial, social commentary and features.
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The Geelong Advertiser and the Bendigo Advertiser are both broad sheets, and
the other four papers are tabloids. Differences between the papers did not
appear to be influenced by the format. It was noted during the course of the
study that the physical appearance and size of the regional newspapers was a
major issue to newspaper proprietors. The Geelong Advertiser changed to
tabloid from a broadsheet format, and the Bendigo Advertiser changed its font.
The Border Mail and the Geelong Advertiser contained the most articles and
had the highest circulation (figure 4.1).
•

Figure 4.1 Weekly Circulation
Figures of the Regional Daily

Source: Mighty V Network

4.5 Online Physical Characteristics

All six regional daily newspapers examined have an online presence. The
Geelong Advertiser page only contains basic promotional information about the
print newspaper. It was included in this study because it has the largest
circulation of the regional newspapers, and it has pursued an alternative web
strategy involving a non-newspaper web site (detailed in chapter 5). The
Sunraysia Daily was excluded from the study because it has no web page and
its circulation (7,893 ABC Mon-Sat) was the lowest of the Victorian daily papers.
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All papers are members of the MightyV6 network, which allows advertisers and
advertising agencies to coordinate their advertising needs through a central
booking agency. Mighty V also provides advertisers with audit and demographic
information for each of the newspapers. The sites had many similarities, with
the main difference being the number of news stories that were included daily.
Most include searchable classifieds, both local and national (such as
carpoint.com.au). A feature that most of the sites lacked was contact
information. Often there are only phone numbers given and no email links.
Generally it is difficult to find any contact information on the pages, a fact that
was unexpected.
4.5.1 The Courier
http://www.localnews.com.au/thecourier
The Courier site (figure 4.2) is a part of the “yourguide” network. “Yourguide” is
a network of over 100 generic community based websites, for regional
newspapers. It is owned by Rural Press Ltd. Some content is shared across the
sites and some is Ballarat specific. All members of the “yourguide” network can
search classified advertisements on a local, state or national basis. A database
of local trades and services is also included but it is not comprehensive.

Figure 4.2 The Courier

Banner
Weather

Menu
Stories
Ads linked to
Web pages

Classified Menu

•

6

http://www.mightyv.net.au
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A search engine is provided for cars (autoguide), employment
(jobsguide), property (propertyguide). A separate classifieds button
allows searches of the Courier classifieds. All classifieds are listed
and dated. Content includes –
•

Local News

•

National News

•

Local Sport

•

National Sport

•

Editorial (not updated daily)

•

Opinion – Letters to the Editor may be submitted online but they
are still published in the print newspaper first. For example the
researcher emailed a letter on 13th June 2001 at 11.30pm using
an online form located on the Courier site. Verification was sought
by phone by the Courier on the 14th June 2001. The letter was
published online and in print on the 15th June 2001.

•

Your Say – Another button which crosses over with the
Editorial/opinion button. Clicking Editorial/Opinion (gives) >
Editor's Opinion, Editorial Opinion, and Letters to Editor. Your Say
(gives) > Letters to the editor and Have your say

•

Weather – basic local, state and national weather.

The site navigates well, and the “yourguide network” is sophisticated whilst
maintaining a local identity.

Interactivity
There is a limited opportunity for interactivity on the Courier site, but it promises
more than it actually delivers. Many articles have a comment at their conclusion
stating ‘would you like to comment on this article? Click here to have your say’.
When a response is posted on the form provided it is treated as a letter to the
editor rather than as a response to an article.

Responses to articles are not in fact published, only letters are. They are
handled as described in the previous section. The Courier has an ‘email us’ link
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and phone numbers can be found at the ‘how to subscribe’ link. There are no
profiles or contacts for journalists.

4.5.2 Shepparton News
http://www.sheppnews.com.au

The Shepparton News site (figure 4.3) is owned by the McPherson newspaper
group. The page is very simple and extremely easy to navigate. There is a
large emphasis on local news, and many stories carry photographs.

Figure 4.3 Shepparton News

Banner

Regional
billboard

Story summaries
and links to full
text and photos

Weather

•

Local weather is prominently displayed, and the page is very customisable.
The news carries all it’s classified advertisements, which are searchable. The
button for advertisements is not prominently displayed and could be easily
overlooked. Classified advertisement retrieval is functional, although some of
the buttons were not effective. An example is Vehicles under $6,000, which
returned “no result”, whereas the classification did include advertisements. The
page is very fast loading and very simple to navigate.
A virtual newspaper can also be selected and it can be just the Shepparton
News or a combination of all the McPherson publications or selected
publications or just sections such as the TV guide, or Farm Talk. Topics can
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also be filtered to include or exclude news, police beat, political news,
obituaries, opinion, what’s on, lifestyle, health, environment, arts and
entertainment, education, youth, kid’s stuff, business, rural, real estate,
automotive, tourism, people pix, competitions or sport. There are a variety of
URL’s,

which

retrieve

slightly

different

versions.

For

example

http://www.sheppnews.com.au/news_index.pl retrieves a news page with the
McPherson News logo on it, but it appears to be the same as the Shepparton
News page (http://news.mcmedia.com.au/news_index.pl). It was easy to get
“lost” on a page as there are few “home” buttons, but back buttons functioned
adequately. There is an opportunity to add comments to articles, and
censorship/moderation is minimal. The potential for interactivity is high, despite
the absence of basic telephone and email contact information. A feeling of Local
ownership of the Shepparton News site is very evident.

Interactivity
There is an opportunity to comment on stories but other features are not
evident. A billboard has been added after the content analysis was completed.

Contact Information
The Shepparton News provides no contact information. A phone number at the
bottom of the home page is for McPherson Media the Internet Service Provider.
There are no profiles or contacts for journalists.

4.5.3 The Standard
http://www.the.standard.net.au

The Standards’ site (figure 4.4) can also be accessed on the regional portal
http://www.thegreatsouthwest.com.au/ which is owned by the Standards’ parent
the Fairfax Group F2. There is a considerable amount of overlap between the
Standard home page, and The Great Southwest (figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4 The Standard

•
Standard

Link to
theGreatSouthWest

Banner

Classified
advertisements

Weather
Day’s main feature

Previous weeks
online news

•

Other news stories

The Standard home page also links directly to the
GreatSouthWest portal. By combining the two sites the following
features can be accessed:-

•

News (The Standard, Today's Headlines,The Age, The SMH,
BRW, Fin Review)

•

Weather (National Weather or Bureau of Meteorology – no
specific local weather information)

•

W'bool & Districts (Separate sites - About Warrnambool, Whales,
TV Guide, Warrnambool City Council, Moyne Shire Council,
Corrangamite Shire Council. TV guide is F2/City/Regional mix)

•

Colac (Colac@Colac, Colac Otway Shire, Colac News Pictures,
Colac Emergency Services)

•

Business (Business and Finance, Trading Room, Money
Manager, Business Directory – redirects to the Age Business, and
the user cannot return to the Standard. Back buttons do not work)

•

Regional ISP (Standard.net, Usage Information, standard.net email online).

•

Sport (Local Sport, Football 2001, The Pavillion, CricketQuiz,
W'bool/Districts Cricket Assoc – local sport, mainly football).

•

On the Land (On the Land Magazine, Market Reports, Rural
Links)
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•

There are also additional features, some newspaper based and
some not::-

•

Amusements (Premier Speedway, Movie Reviews, Games Room,
Webshots, Play Tetris! Games Reviews, Chris's Crosswords, The
Standards Fun'4'Kids Festival – mix of private sites.)

•

Classifieds (The Standard Classifieds, sold.com.au,
Fairfax@Market, drive.com.au, mycareer.com.au, South West
Real Estate, domain.com.au – mix of local and F2 sites – get
locked into F2 sites)

•

Leisure & Lifestyle (Tattersalls Find a Partner Film, Food & Wine,
Music, Performance, Hobbies & Interests, Health & Fitness,
shoptoday.com.au, Horoscopes – all non-local sites)

•

Events Calendar (local events)

The Great Southwest page shown in figure 4.5 provides a composite mix of
regional newspaper, F2 (Fairfax Interactive), and commercial content.

Figure 4.5 TheGreatSouthWest Regional Portal
F2 News Links –
Including The
Standard
Regional Weather

Regional
Information

Banner Advertisements
Tourist
Local & National

Information

Classifieds

Interactivity
A free personal email service is offered, through the f2 site. A flashing Banner to
“Standard Interactive” was a link to a commercial ISP service provided by
Standard Interactive. It required a Flash Plug in to view, and it was not possible
to leave the site via the back button or any other back links.
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A user survey (click Yes/No) “Would you like to see the Warrnambool woollen
mill site developed for housing purposes?” was included on the Standard page.
There are no direct email addresses given, and there is no provision for reader
interaction in any form.

Contact Information
The Standard provides no obvious contact information, either phone numbers or
email. There are no profiles or contacts for journalists.

4.5.4 The Border Mail
http://www.bordermail.com.au/
•

The Border Mail (figure 4.6) is very easy to navigate. Buttons are
straightforward. They are :–

•

National

•

Local

•

Business

•

Sport

•

Columns (mainly sport)

•

Editorial (a day or two behind)

•

Letters

•

Weekend Extra (not posted on the Thursday checked)

•

Weather

•

Contact Us and Company Profile.

•

Border Mail Home

•

Property Mail (Real Estate)

•

Auto Mail (Motor Vehicles)

•

Country Mail (Rural features)

The Border Mail web page is shown in figure 4.6. It is the only regional
newspaper page included in the study that includes a prominently displayed
phone number for classified advertising, although there are no email links
provided.
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Figure 4.6 The Border Mail
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Weather

Business
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Other Border Mail links included on a second (horizontal) row of buttons
included:•

EM (Entertainment – nothing when checked)

•

Tuned In (Articles and Gig guide)

•

Employment (jobsguide.com.au – defaults to Albury/Wodonga and the
back button retuirns to Border mail)

•

Classifieds (blank page on 14/06/01 4.10pm. Still blank 11.00pm.)

Interactivity
The “contact us” button retrieves a page of office addresses; one general phone
number and several fax numbers. There is no email contact with the Border
Mail. A Border Mail page may be emailed to a friend, but the only contact point
to the Border Mail is the webmaster. There is no provision to submit letters to
the editor by email. A business directory contains regional business names,
phone numbers, addresses and some emails, but the emails are not
hyperlinked.

Contact Information
The Border Mail provides telephone contact information, but no email links.
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4.5.5 Geelong Advertiser
http://www.geelongadvertiser.com.au/
A basic home page with no news content (figure 4.7). Contains links to
www.propertyguide.com.au (a Rural Press site), and www.autoguide.com.au
and is listing advertisers (from print) on this site at no charge. It was noted that
the back buttons to not work from either propertyguide or autoguide. The
Geelong Advertiser supplies news content to geelonginfo (figure 4.8) a regional
information site, which the Geelong Advertiser also has a financial stake in.
Figure 4.7 The Geelong Advertiser
Link to
Geelonginfo site

Auto & Property
Guide (not Geelong
Adv. Owned)

Contact
Information

•

Links include: –

•

Home Property Guide – links to propertyguide.com

•

Autoguide – link to autoguide.com

•

Contact Us – Email to editorial, letters and advertising.

•

Advertising – Demographics, rates, deadlines

•

Subscription Services – email contact but there is not provision for
online payment.

•

Links –Search engines, ISP and one Tourism page link.

•

NIE – Newspapers in education – message to fax for more
information.

•

Geelong Weather – Uses Yahoo weather information (back button
to Geelong Advertiser).
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Figure 4.8 Geelonginfo
Page Name –
Not Related to
Geelong Advertiser
Business Search
Acknowledgement to
Geelong Adv. and
AAP for news stories.

Yes/No Survey

Changing,
Business news, ads,
clubs, community
information

Flashing Banner
Weather

News Stories

Interactivity
•

The Geelong Advertiser can be contacted by email. Eleven
different email addresses are given. They are –

•

Newspapers in Education

•

Editorial

•

Sports Desk

•

Letters to the Editor (email address, not a form)

•

Geelong News/Echo Editorial

•

Geelong Advertiser (messages for advertising staff only)

•

Geelong Today and Addy TV (messages for advertising staff only)

•

Geelong News and Echo Advertising (messages for advertising
only)

•

Advertising Copy for all publications (not accepted without prior
booking)

•

Circulation Department (for home delivery), Marketing/Promotion
(messages for staff only).
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Contact Information
Telephone numbers and email links are included, and are easy to find. There is
no profile or contacts given for journalists.
4.5.6 Bendigo Advertiser
http://www.bendigoaddy.com.au
•

The Bendigo Advertiser (figure 4.9) page is very basic and mainly
contains a few highlights from the print version. The page is set for
old 600 pixel monitors which leaves a lot of blank space on a
higher resolution monitor. Features include:-

•

Front page – The headline stories

•

Opinions – Editorial and letters to the editor. Letters and the page
not dated.

•

Sports – Several local sport stories

•

Advertising – Comprehensive terms and conditions.

•

Publications – Commercial journals and free supplements.

•

Kooka – kids page. Promotes print version.

•

Mailbox – contact phone numbers, and email addresses of main
departments.

•

Weather – Bureau of meteorology (general) site comes up.

Figure 4.9 Bendigo Advertiser
Banner

Lead story

View Set for
Weather

Low Resolution

Autoguide link

•
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Interactivity
The Opinion page has a form to allow letters to the editor to be posted. These
are not dated. A “Mail box” leads to links for Editorial, Advertising, Production,
Systems (IT), and Administration.

Contact Information

Telephone numbers and email links are included. They are easy to find (the link
is called ‘Mailbox’). There is no profile or contacts given for journalists.

4.6 Results of Content Analysis

There were many similarities between the newspapers in terms of content. They
all focused on local issues, particularly sport. Even stories sourced from outside
of the region are ‘localised’ if possible (i.e. given local context by associating a
person, industry or event with the region). A larger difference was found in the
online publications, both in terms of commitment of resources, the actual
content and corporate branding.

4.6.1 Print Content

A total of 3,800 print articles were classified. Advertising features, which
contained public relations/advertising articles, were not included. No allowance
was made for article size because the theme was considered to be the main
issue under consideration. The Geelong Advertiser carried the most articles,
and the Shepparton News the least as it is only published 5 days a week. The
distribution of articles in each category was similar between the papers.

Figure 4.10 shows the number of articles counted by category for each of the
newspapers. Figure 4.11 shows the percentage of articles in each category.
The largest print category was sport, ranging between 26% and 33% (average
28%) of total content. Sport coverage was extensive in all of the newspapers,
and the category was clearly the most numerous for all of the newspapers.
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It can be seen in the cluster charts (figures 4.10 and 4.11) that the next largest
(single) category was Culture/entertainment/popular culture, which averaged
16% (range 13-19%) of total content. This category vied with politics and
economy, which accounted for a combined 25% (range 16%-31%) of total
content. Articles largely covered domestic matters, with international news not
receiving much coverage in any of the newspapers. There was some variation
between the newspapers, and some ranks were interchanged, but overall each
of the newspaper cluster groups was very comparable, indicating similar
reportage and priorities across all six newspapers.
4.6.2 Online Content

A total of 677 articles were counted online. The Geelong Advertiser was not
included; it supplies content to Geelonginfo, but as the site is not a dedicated
newspaper site, it was not included in the study. A few data recording difficulties
were encountered when viewing online sites, but efforts were made to minimise
the effect. Some articles on individual sites did not have a date so the currency
was not certain. The business news link on the Standard site connects to the
Age (a Fairfax paper) so the Age articles were not counted.

Page identity and ownership was also an issue that could cause confusion. The
Standard site is embedded in a regional portal called TheGreatsouthwest, and it
also has links (as previously noted) to the Age. The Geelong Advertiser only
provides news to Geelonginfo.com.au, which has news provided by the
Geelong Advertiser and AAP (Australian Associated Press). From the point of
view of a site user, it would be understandable if obscure links were associated
with the originating newspaper site. For the purpose of the analysis, content
was only counted that was readily attributable to a regional newspaper’s site.
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Figure 4.10 Print Content by Topic Category
14/05/01 – 19/05/01 (3,800 Articles)
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Figure 4.11 Print Content by Topic Category Percentage
14/05/01 – 19/05/01
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Accidents/Disasters
Sport

Culture/ent/pop. Culture
Letters/interaction

These issues aside, the online content analysis was designed to provide a
snapshot of content and it is believed that the objective was achieved
satisfactorily. Figure 4.12 shows the total number of articles (677) counted by
category for each of the newspapers. Figure 4.13 shows the percentage of
articles in each category.

The content category percentages online were similar to print, but most of the
papers only place a selection of stories online. The Shepparton News and the
Border Mail carry the most stories online, and the Bendigo Advertiser the least.
Some online categories carried a disproportionate number of entries, relative to
the print analysis. This is explained in the case of Letters to the Editor on the
Bendigo Advertiser site by the low total number of articles the site carries.

4.6.3 Source of Articles

The literature review identified the desirability of local newspaper content,
despite the expense of collecting it (Pinckney, 2000). Montgomery (2001)
suggests that a regional newspapers has a more personal relationship with its
community, so it should be able a virtue out of being locally tied. During the
week of the content analysis, some Australian Tourists were assaulted in
Ireland, and the papers that could draw a local link ran major stories. Although
the content analysis counted the total number of articles, not the length of each
article, the Australian Tourism example demonstrated that regional newspapers
‘localise’ stories whenever possible. Figure 4.14 indicates the relative
importance each newspaper placed on the story, relative to its localisability.

The source of print content provided in each of the newspapers is shown in
figures 4.15 and 4.16. Content was divided fairly equally between local and
state/federal articles in the Courier, Bendigo Advertiser, Border Mail, Standard
and the Geelong Advertiser. The Shepparton News had a disproportionate
amount of local content compared to the other newspapers (73%) and it can be
seen in figure 4.16 that state/federal articles were displaced (relative to the
other newspapers) to provide additional space.
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Figure 4.12 Online Content by Topic Category
14/05/01 – 19/05/01 (677 Articles)
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Figure 4.13 Online Content by Percentage in Each
Topic Category
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Figure 4.14 ‘Localised Content’

Geelong Advertiser (Monday 14th may 2001) – page 1 ‘Geelong brothers
bashed in Ireland….A Geelong man was undergoing plastic surgery last
night’……..quarter page.

Geelong Advertiser (Tuesday 15 May 2001) – page 1 ‘Beaten brothers on
the mend’ The Geelong brothers………… half a page with photo.

Shepparton News (Monday 14th May 2001) – page 1 ‘Bashed in Belfast’
When Shepparton’s Robyn Creamer picked up the phone… full page with
photo.

The Standard (Monday 14th May 2001) – page 1 ‘Belfast tourist attack’ A
former Warrnambool student…… third of page with photo

The Border Mail did not cover the story at all.

The Courier ran it as a minor story about ‘students from Melbourne’ on page
10 (Monday 14th May 2001)
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Local articles ranged from 73% of content (Shepparton News) to 39% of content
(The Standard and Geelong Advertiser). Most of the remaining content was
drawn from state or national sources (19% to 41%), with relatively less
coverage of international or foreign issues in all of the newspapers. All of the
newspapers had a significantly higher proportion of local stories on their online
sites. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the number and percentage of online articles
by region. Local content ranged from 49% (the Courier) to 93% (Shepparton
News). Although none of the newspapers generate web specific articles, it can
be seen that when deciding which print content to include online, there is a bias
towards local. Deciding which articles to post online is mainly the responsibility
of the night sub-editors at each of the newspapers. It is likely that the bias
towards local is based on what the sub-editors think are the most interesting
and relevant stories rather than a result of formal policy.

When comparing the percentage of local print articles in the Standard (figure
4.16) with the percentage of local online articles (figure 4.18), it should be noted
that the business section was linked to the Age (a Melbourne metropolitan daily)
and the articles were not counted. For this reason the Standard may have had a
higher proportion of local articles posted online than may have otherwise been
expected.

The Bendigo Advertiser also had a significantly higher proportion of local
articles online; it should be noted that the total number of articles posted to the
Bendigo Advertiser site is low (figure 4.17) and it contains a disproportionate
number of Letters to the Editor which would be classed as ‘Local’.

These

anomalies aside, there is a clear trend towards the inclusion of more local
content online than in print.
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Figure 4.15 Print Content By Region (Number)
14/05/01 – 19/05/01 (3,800 Articles)
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Figure 4.16 Print Content By Region (Percentage)
14/05/01 – 19/05/01 (3,800 Articles)
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Figure 4.17 Online Content By Region (Number)
14/05/01 – 19/05/01 (677 Articles)
Online Articles by Region (Number)
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Figure 4.18 Online Content By Region (Percentage)
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4.7 Conclusion

The major difference between the print newspapers and their online sites was
the lower number of stories published online, and a preference for posting
locally sourced stories. Opportunities for user interactivity (such as submitting
letters to the editor) are strictly limited, and in some instances are not available
at all. Most of the sites contained broken, wrong or obscure links and in many
cases live hyperlinks were not provided even if a web address was. Some
feedback is invited from users, particularly by the use of yes/no quick surveys.
Most sites also accept online letters to the editor, but they are still published in
print prior to being posted online.

Generally the regional newspaper sites had the appearance of a summary
version of their print counterpart. Content differences between the publishing
mediums are not readily apparent, suggesting the role of an online regional
newspaper is to compliment its print counterpart, not to compete with it. While
this may not be the intention of newspaper proprietors, alternative business
strategies are not obvious.

In some instances it was noted that the ownership of various sections or pages
was obscure, leading to users confusion. Some of the advertising sites are
syndicated across newspapers owned by different proprietors, (for example
carpoint.com) and users would not necessarily know they were accessing a site
owned by another newspaper group or specialist online content or advertising
provider. Some content is also directly linked to other related sites. These may
be links to other newspapers within the same group (such as the Standard links
to the Age, both being Fairfax publications), or to unrelated content or service
providers (such as the Bureau of Meteorology).

This examination of content is contrasted in the next chapter with the opinions
of newspaper editorial staff, gathered during personal interviews. Stated
publishing strategies are examined, to see if the different newspaper groups
share common online themes or purposes.
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CHAPTER 5
REGIONAL NEWSPAPER STAFF INTERVIEWS
5.1 Introduction

Because publishing on the Internet is still a relatively new phenomenon, many
print journalists have limited experience with the medium. Interviews were
conducted with a member of the editorial staff of five of the regional
newspapers, to gauge attitudes to Internet publishing and to compare the
strategies being employed at the different papers. Staff from the Bendigo
Advertiser, the Courier, the Shepparton News, the Geelong Advertiser and the
Standard were interviewed. The Chief of Staff from each paper was initially
contacted by telephone. This was considered appropriate as the Chief of Staff
tends to operate as a day editor, and it was anticipated that they might be
influential in terms of content provision to the regional newspapers online
presence. It eventuated that each newspaper had a unique staffing
arrangement, which led to different staffers being interviewed at each
newspaper.

From an editorial (or content) point of view, the main people with direct
influence on the web content provision were the Chief of Staff, Editor, Deputy
Editor or Sub Editors, depending on the location. Only one paper (the
Shepparton News) had a dedicated online editor. In most instances, a night Sub
Editor was responsible for the selection and posting of the articles to be
included online. The Chief of Staff and Editor of the Border Mail were
approached but were not interviewed because of time constraints. It is
considered that the staff of the five newspapers that participated expressed a
diverse range of opinions and business strategies, so the inclusion of the
Border mail was not critical.
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The objective of the interviews was to gain an insight into editorial staff attitudes
towards the internet, and to assess what future role the internet would play in
relation to the print newspaper. It was further anticipated that the interviews
would provide a ‘snapshot’ of what content the newspapers think their
readership want. This information would then be contrasted with a readership
survey designed to assess what readers ‘actually want’ from a regional
newspaper web page.

5.2 Interview Design and Method

Personal interviews were conducted. A standard format was adhered to,
although some deviations were allowed when it suited the conversation flow
and direction. All of the interviews were taped and transcribed. The interview
length varied between 35 minutes and one hour. Questions asked, ranged from
general online policy and expectation of profitability, to content provision.
Technology questions were also asked and the print/online relationship was
discussed. The moderators schedule is shown in figure 5.1. There were many
similarities between the newspapers, which was not unexpected. Some
substantial differences in attitude and policy also became apparent which was
not anticipated. This chapter will document the range of issues discussed and
provide extracts from the transcripts, which highlight the difference or
similarities between the staff of the six newspapers. The significance of the
similarities and differences will then be discussed and any conclusions may be
drawn.

5.3 The Respondents

Each of the six newspapers was contacted by phone to arrange an interview
time. In the first instance the Chief of Staff was requested. At some of the
newspapers it was suggested that other members of staff would be more
appropriate to interview because of their involvement with the papers online
presence. This advice was always heeded and the alternative interview
arranged. The newspapers, names of the staff interviewed, and their position
within their organisation are shown in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 The Moderators Schedule

Background
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there a formal online strategy?
What research of readership base has been carried out.
Why/when did the newspaper go online.
Is the online paper expected to be profitable? When?
What do you consider the state of the newspaper industry to be now? Eg. Healthy,
booming, growing, contracting.
Where do you see the print industry in 10 years time? Eg unchanged? Radically
different? Online?
Do you receive market intelligence on what readers want from print content?

Online publishing strategies.
•
•

What changes have you made to the layout of the paper in the past 12 months?
Does management have a strategic plan for the next 5-10 years? If yes, what sort of
things does it include? If no what type of planing cycle are you involved in?

Content provision
•
•
•

How does your online content vary from print? Eg. Amount, type, source etc.
Do you receive market intelligence on what readers want from online content?
What changes have you made to the layout of the online paper in the past 12 months?

Perceived online user requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the relationship between print and online? Is URL on first page?
Are there plans to develop relationship?
Do you provide competitions, subscriptions, classifieds or payments online?
Is there interactivity with journalists? Is it encouraged?
Can users send a letters to the editor or respond to stories?
what content does the online paper management think the online readership wants?
General observations about online newspaper. Positive, negative, ambivalent?
Is traffic to your online paper growing, static, falling?

The relationship between print and online publications
•

What efforts are made to link the newspaper and the website to drive readers from print
to online and online to print?

Future Directions
•

Do you think the purpose and content of the online publication will change in time,
relative to print?
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Table 5.1 Newspaper Interview Details

Newspaper

Staff Member

Position Title

Interview Date

Geelong Advertiser

Fiona Walsh

Chief of Staff

23/07/01

The Courier

Angela Carey

Deputy Editor

14/07/01

The Standard

Rick Bayne

Editor

02/08/01

Bendigo Advertiser

Peter Kennedy

Chief of Staff

09/08/01

Shepparton News

Michael Murphy

Online Editor

23/08/01

Shepparton News

Damian Cocks

Chief of Staff

23/08/01

5.4 Interview Themes and Findings

A brief introduction was given at the start of each interview to provide
background to the project. All of the newspapers being included in the study
were mentioned and a request was made to tape the interview. In all cases the
request was granted. The people interviewed all gave freely of their time, and
frank and friendly discussions were held. The tape was only stopped if a phone
call caused an interruption; it was also stoped if a personal opinion was being
expressed, and a request was made not to include the comments. This did
happen on several occasions, but it was very rare and was not considered
important, other than it demonstrated the good relationship, which was quickly
established with the participants. The following themes were discussed, and
contrasting responses follow.

5.4.1 Why is your Newspaper Online?

Responses ranged from the perception of an opportunity to a threat. All held
similar sentiments to The Courier Deputy Editor, Angela Carey who said…

‘papers have gone online quickly, it was a case of have to.’

or Peter Kennedy :-

‘I think it is a matter of keeping up with the Jones’s to a certain degree.’
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5.4.2 Relationship with the Parent Print Newspaper
Most of the newspaper sites carry the banner (and identify with) the parent print
paper. The Geelong Advertiser was an exception, as the only regional
newspaper paper in the study that does not have a stand-alone site carrying its
masthead. When asked why, Fiona Walsh said…

‘Ok well we do not actually have a specific site ourselves but we work through
the Geelong info pages geelonginfo.com.au umm and we find it is a cross
pollination of this kind of thing. We update it every day, so we run all of our
majors.’ As for the future ‘it is something they are looking at but because it is
not seen as a major money making venture that is the thing that holds us
back…’

The other sites all carry the parent banner on their home page, but the overall
management policies and control varies from site to site. The Courier site
(Ballarat) is part of the yourguide network owned by the Rural Press Group. It
has the Courier banner and local content, but the page is hosted on a central
server in Canberra and has the same ‘look and feel’ as all of the other Rural
Press regional newspaper sites. The Standard (Warrnambool) is also
incorporated into a regional portal thegreatsouthwest.com.au and the Standard
is a major regional Internet Service Provider (ISP).

The Bendigo Advertiser site is hosted on a local ISP. A few stories are uploaded
daily, but the ability to change the site is fairly limited. The Shepparton News is
a part of the McPherson media group, and it has an online division. McPherson
Media was started with the aim of generating income from newspaper and nonnewspaper activities. Damian Cocks was enthusiastic about the groups
potential:-

’ We consider it to be one of the growth arms of the company’ and ‘McPherson
doesn’t tend to single out one paper they work as a group’.
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Although most of the staff interviewed were enthusiastic about their
newspapers’ online presence, none are currently profitable, and separate online
strategies were rare. Only the Shepparton News had an (appointed) online
editor.

5.4.3 When did the Newspaper go Online?

Most of the respondents did not know exactly when their respective newspapers
went online. The main reason was because they had not been in their positions
long enough, or the introduction of a page had been gradual. The Shepparton
News commenced in 1998 and was one of the first papers to be online in
Victoria. All of the McPherson (the Shepparton News parent) papers went
online at the same time, and McPherson Media was set up to manage the
process. McPherson Media is also a regional Internet Service Provider (ISP)
and it offers a full range of Internet related services, including hosting,
connection and web page design and construction. McPherson staff are actively
encouraged to enhance their Internet skills, and financial incentives are offered
for undertaking training. At the other papers, Internet awareness amongst
journalists does not appear to have been as actively pursued and skills have
acquired on an ‘as needed’ basis, mainly for email.

Some papers started with a basic page, which has since become more
sophisticated. The parent company of The Courier (Rural Press) has adopted a
national template approach :-

‘we have had thecourier.com.au for a couple of years. It was just there. We put
it there because we had to have a web site because everyone else had one. It
was the thing to do. Last year – October or November (2000) our

parent

company, Rural Press developed a national network ‘yourguide.com.au’ – we
were in the first few’ (Angela Carey).

The other papers have all gone online in the past three years as well, under
their own banner, with the exception of the Geelong Advertiser.
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When asked whether the Geelong Advertiser was looking at having a page
under its own banner Fiona Walsh said:-

‘on the internet?…it is something they are looking at but because it is not seen
as a major money making venture - that is the thing that holds us back….you
know a small newspaper cannot carry it as well as you would like to …at the
moment geelonginfo.com.au is about as much as we will do newspaper wise
putting stories on there.’

5.4.4 Web Strategies
None of the newspapers currently have a clearly defined, separate web
strategy. If they have a strategy at all it is a part of the print strategic plan. There
is also a marked feeling of delineation between what is seen (by editorial staff)
as an ‘advertising role’ and ‘editorial role’. Fiona Walsh responded:‘we don’t have a marketing strategy here..or sorry, an online editorial strategy,
but in advertising certainly yes’.

And the evolutionary theme was common. Peter Kennedy, Bendigo Advertiser
said:‘it is still evolving. As most things in that sector….by the time you formalise
something it is probably going to be superseded somewhere else. I think it is a
matter of keeping up with the Jones’s to a certain degree’.

The parent companies of the Shepparton News and The Standard both own
local ISP’s that are related, but stand alone businesses. In terms of editorial
content, most of the papers had a minimum level of staffing and involvement for
the online presence. Most use sub-editors to upload a selection of stories, taken
directly from the print. The Shepparton News was the exception as it employs
an online editor, Michael Murphy. His role is ‘to look after the Shepparton News
and the Country News’ content online. The online service itself is part of the five
year strategic plan of the Shepparton News.
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The Chief of Staff of the Shepparton News Damian Cocks said:-

‘One of the main uh features of our strategic plan is we consider it to be one of
the growth arms of the company’.

Rick Bayne, the editor of the Standard, also expressed the strategic importance
of the online pages:-

‘I don’t think it is a written down plan, ..no I should add there as I mentioned
before we had a business planning forum roughly two months ago and certainly
the role of online pages was fairly paramount in that discussion.. but in having
an actual written document for the next five years, no, not that I have actually
seen…People are looking online. As I said with our poll questions we get more
people answering that way and we have to be aware of the changing trends.
We can become involved in that’.

Rural Press, the parent company of The Courier, has established the
‘yourguide’ network, which is responsible for all of the Rural Press publications.
The Courier articles are uploaded daily using a ‘yourguide’ template. This
generic approach to a national network of pages has obvious advantages
particularly for classified advertising databases and for national display
advertising that can be placed on all of the networks sites at the same time. An
apparent weakness of this system is the inability to ‘tweak’ the system at a local
level. This was exemplified in the response from Angela Carey, to a question
relating to the difficulty finding a link to community groups:-

‘well it is hard to find. In the menu it says local info. It has been designed by
graphic artists in Canberra (and if they hear this tape they will shoot me) they
have done it from an artistic perspective, rather than from a user-friendly
newspaper perspective. We have noted things we would like changed. To get to
the local content pages it is about eight or nine clicks which we think are to
many’.
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When asked if the Courier can request changes, Angela Carey indicated they
could but they do not have a formal web strategy:-

‘things are happening at the moment but they just seem to happen. But
certainly Rural Press has a strategy, but I am not familiar with that. At
some stage we will have to sit down and say – lets look at what we are
doing with the internet and where we are going……I don’t see this as a
short straw role if I had more time to do it. I was the one who happened
to be sent to a seminar in Canberra….We do have an on paper position
for an online editor, but I am not prepared to take it on because I do not
know enough about it.’

5.4.5 Financial Viability of Online Publishing
The question of profitability was a vexed one:-

‘I can’t answer that because I don’t know. I would expect that it is not
necessarily something that you can tangibly look at. Its not just whether there is
a dollar and cent value in it….it is more about expanding your product and
giving it more of a presence and more credibility. And maybe the benefits will
flow back on to advertising revenue. Or against the circulation. There is an
imaginary circulation barrier of 15,000 that regional daily newspapers on our
sort of level are looking at. You get over that and all of a sudden advertising
comes to you and it is seen as a magic threshold – we hover around it. It may
well be that by doing more on the net that people will look and that might
translate to physical paper sales one day. That is still evolving and I guess it is
a matter of not being able to be left behind as much as anything else’ (Peter
Kennedy).

The response from the Shepparton News was more upbeat:-

‘Sure. Certainly as part of our five year strategic plan yes’. When asked where
the revenue stream was going to come from Damian Cocks responded… ‘oh
through circulation. At the moment it is free. Shortly you will have to pay for it.
So we will gain revenue through that’ (Damian Cocks).
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The most common theme on profitability was uncertainly. A typical response
given by Angela Carey, but echoed at all of the papers was:-

‘no we do not have a time line. We have to make it profitable somehow. We
have to follow the metro lead to some extent. If it is working for them, sure they
have more money than we have. I can’t see News Ltd or Fairfax throwing
money at it for a very long time if they are getting nothing back. We don’t have
any projections at the moment. It costs us in terms of staff’.

Financial viability of online newspapers is a dilemma worldwide. Ultimately it is
the one critical issue that all papers must face. All of the regional newspapers in
this study, with the possible exception of the Geelong Advertiser, are committed
to an online presence, under their own banner. This attitude is reflected
throughout the world. Comments in the article ‘The Internets no Money-maker
for newspapers’ (Taylor, 1999 p.28) reflect those made by Australian regional
newspaper staff.

Taylor says on profitability:-

‘few of these sites are profitable. So why would a newspaper give away its best
content, free of charge?’

And the answer he gives:-

‘people expect newspapers to be online. It is now a part of what people expect
your newspaper to be. Either we cannibalise ourselves or somebody else
will….No one has come up with a financially sustainable model for producing
journalism on the Internet. Various organisations have tried various things. We
hope at some point there’s an opportunity to make some money from
readership as well as the advertisers’.
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On profitable online newspapers Taylor quotes Newspaper Association of
America spokesman Randy Bennett:-

‘most of the publications making a profit on the Internet are smaller papers that
either focus on classified ads or double as Internet service providers.
Many publications also do web site designing; others dabble in e-commerce –
for instance, selling tickets along with a story about a concert.’
(Taylor 1999 p.91)

There is a clear distinction between the regional newspapers studied in this
project. The Shepparton News and The Standard, have embraced the ISP
model, but interestingly the newspaper staff see themselves as a separate
entity to the web business. Rick Bayne’s comments highlight this point:-

‘Umm we are also an ISP and we also do web design and basically we are
targeting a lot of businesses around the area and a lot of particularly tourist
operators I suppose ….for instance we have got a whale section at the moment
and to promote our whales we have some advertising tied in with that for the
Great Southwest and we have to consider that part of what we do because that
is our company. ….the actual Standard site itself we have connections through
the Great Southwest for classified advertising that is taking on. The Standard (ie
the ‘newspaper part’) though, is more of an information output I suppose…’

Newspapers have historically been noted for being frugal with expenditure. In
terms of web strategies, the anecdotal evidence would suggest that much of the
policy is indeed ‘a matter of keeping up with the Jones’s to a certain degree’.
Similar competitive strategies have often been employed in the past by
metropolitan newspapers, often with dire financial consequences. Examples are
the introduction of Sunday newspapers, and more recently the financial failure
of the free Melbourne paper, Melbourne Extra (Death of a newspaper that did
not commute – The Australian Edition 1 Thursday 13 Sept 2001, p. M12).
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5.4.6 Current State of the Newspaper Industry
All of the staff interviewed agreed that the newspaper industry was in decline.
Most pointed out that it was a worldwide trend, and their individual papers were
stable, rather than growing. Typical responses were :‘I think contracting….that is what I said about our circulation going
up…it is against the trend….in the last six months figures I think there
were something like five newspapers in Australia that were increasing
and the rest including the Standard at that stage were going down and I
think the average for memory was 2.1% reduction over that six month
period and we were something like 1.2% so we were below the average
fall which I suppose was (laughs) some way of looking at it positively.
But in general there is a contraction that can’t be ignored’ (Rick Bayne).

‘..it seems that the traditional circulation is has levelled a bit in the last
two or three years no sector of the media industry is doing the greatest,
particularly since the Olympics last year um and the internet is one way
to claw some of that back’ (Peter Kennedy).

5.4.7 Readership/Online User Market intelligence
Most of the papers do not actively gather market intelligence from their
readership, other than circulation figures from the Audit Bureau of Circulation
(ABC). The Bendigo Advertiser was the exception:‘Yes we do. A couple of times a year. Not in this area – downstairs. Two times
a year our advertising people do readership ones……we have a research
analyst on staff.’ (Peter Kennedy)

Angela Carey said The Courier:-

‘considered it last year’, but other issues were deemed to be more important.
The theme of ‘highest priority resource allocation’ was typical across the
newspapers, and usually the online publication was deemed to be at the
‘bottom of the heap’.
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Rick Bayne said:-

‘as to a survey of readership, we are planning one later in the year, it
has been virtually four or five years since we have done one so that was
indicated at a planing meeting recently issues that we addressed then,
planing to do that around December….’

None of the papers currently gather ‘formal’ readership intelligence from their
online pages. Feedback is currently anecdotal ‘from conversations with users’,
‘occasional emails’, and online ‘quick surveys’.

Michael Murphy’s response reflected the general opinions from staff at the other
papers..

‘At the moment we don’t solicit it. We are looking to survey them as part of the
revamp. But at the moment we just see what articles they are reading. The
number of hits from each article…’

5.4.8 Changes to Layout and Content in the Past 12 Months

All of the online pages are evolving, and change has been largely about
expanding online content. The Courier became a part of the Rural Press
‘Yourguide’ network, replacing a small local page, with a much larger, page.
The template nature of most web pages was seen as a mixed blessing; aiding
the publication of daily stories, but also restricting creativity.

The content relationship between the print edition and the online version of the
papers is very high. There is no ‘unique’ news content on any of the online
pages. Constant changes to the print editions were considered a high priority at
all of the papers, and they ranged from minor to very major change. Resource
allocation for online sites was typically considered to be on the basis of what the
print parent can spare.
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The Bendigo Advertiser was typical:-

‘Huge changes. In the last 2 weeks we have just changed our fonts. For
example we have just started a brand new section called Bendigo Extra in the
last couple of weeks which is basically a community magazine that comes out
every Thursday. 20 pages of pure or locally driven….I mean most papers have
them – weddings, babies just pure local interest stories that are um have
nothing to do with Melbourne, have nothing to do with Sydney or what ever it is
just about new shops, new businesses, local wineries, local restaurants’ (Peter
Kennedy).

The Geelong Advertiser was going to change from a broadsheet to a tabloid
later in 2001, a huge change that would require massive funding.
Not all change is well received. The Courier moved its Real Estate supplement
from Saturday’s paper to Friday’s; it was returned to Saturday’s paper again
because many complaints were received. As with the real estate example,
readership intelligence from all of the (print) papers appears to be reactive
rather than proactive. Similarly, very little online feedback is collected. Changes
tend to follow complaints or constant requests.

5.4.9 Content Differences

The traditional view of content is as ‘the total output of a newspaper without
reference to individual readers’ selective (utilitarian) use of a newspaper’
(Henningham, 1996). This view relates to ‘what is there’, and typically content is
created by a journalist, or is sourced from a news agency or media release.
None of the papers examined have as much content online as in their print
editions. The Shepparton News has the highest percentage of its content
online; all the other papers include only a selection of main stories. There was
some evidence that the relationship between print and online was being
developed to drive readers between the mediums.
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Competitions were cited by Peter Kennedy as an example –
‘A little thing like the answer on the web…well we got that idea from the
Survivor show. We were actually one of the papers that published the winner
the day before or on the same day that the final episode was on and copped
enormous flak. More letters and phone calls than we have had from anything
else we have ever done. Photos of dead bodies accidentally on the frount page
and we have realised it was someone’s foot or arm um we get one or two calls
yet with the survivor we got about 50 calls, got letters, people withdraw ads for
a month or so in protest, so second time around we wrote a story saying that
these are the three finalists, and if you want to know the answer and cannot
wait until tomorrow night go to Bendigoaddy dot com dot au. Worked really
well’.

Rick Bayne said he thought:-

‘the concept of a regional newspapers online presence will be expanded
beyond the provision of a few stories of wider interest, uploaded by a subeditor
daily.’

An example of this is the community web sites, hosted by The Courier. They do
not fit the traditional Print - Editorial/Advertising model. In time, it is also
conceivable that the readers of the news (ie the site users) may also become
the purveyors of news. At the present time, the ability to use web technology for
interactivity has largely been ignored by all of the papers. Newspapers
worldwide have generally ‘been found to be slow in recognising effective web
communication, involves interactivity’ (Riley et al. 1998). In time it is expected
that greater differences will emerge between print editions and their online
counterparts. In some instances the print and online versions may become
totally separate entities, with news content being ‘purchased’ from the parent
print newspaper, or any other source such as independent news agencies. The
Geelong Advertiser’s ‘Localinfo’ site, could easily evolve into such a model.
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5.4.10 Online Traffic

The number of visitations to the regional newspaper web pages was considered
to be better than expected by all of the staff interviewed, although not many
‘hard figures’ were produced. Figures could have been made available, but for
the purpose of this study, the attitudes of editorial staff were considered to be
more significant, particularly as different measures of traffic are very difficult to
compare. Typical responses were –

‘Um..it is very high. It is one of the highest, if not the highest in F2 with a
particularly high hit rate um but the actual figures I could not tell you on
that…Keith Toggens is the internet manager and he would be able to help you
out there ….it is particularly good’ (Rick Bayne).

or Q: Traffic is it growing?
A: Yes. I couldn’t give you numbers (Peter Kennedy).

or –
‘….umm…..pause. It certainly grows during the football season, and uhh it
drops off a bit after the football ends. I think at the moment it is fairly static. No I
wouldn’t say that I would say it is growing gradually. I mean I could look figures
up for you We measure hits for the index page, and hits by category, and we
also have the top 10 stories overall, top ten news stories, top ten sport stories
for that week’ (Michael Murphy).

Comments were made at several of the papers relating to the potential benefits
of being able to count web traffic in print circulation figures. It was
acknowledged that this is not currently possible, but the desire to improve static
print circulation figures was widely seen as a possible spin-off from a web
presence.
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5.4.11 Interactivity

The general level of interactivity on all of the online newspaper pages was low.
It is noteworthy that most of the staff interviewed considered that their own
newspaper’s pages were more interactive than they actually were. To be fair, as
editorial staff were interviewed, it is understandable that their interest was
primarily in the stories that were posted.

A typical response was:-

‘I look at the front page each day because it comes up automatically on our
machines as we log on to the net ….but people ring up and tell you that they
are interested in employment but I can’t find it on the net …. And I didn’t know
that because I haven’t had occasion to look at it’ (Peter Kennedy).

Questions about users ability to subscribe, place advertisements, pay bill, and
submit letters to the editor were all answered incorrectly at most of the
newspapers. Generally the assumption was that the level of interactivity was
much higher than it actually was.

5.4.12 Relationship Between Print/Online Publications

Most of the respondents felt that general attitudes towards the online sites had
softened in recent years. As staff have become familiar with Internet
technology, particularly email, much of the mystery has gone.

‘Initially it was very negative. That was four or five years ago. The initial thought
was that it was draining resources from the newsroom and it was taking the
standard in a direction it should not be going in. But I think people have
overcome that initial fear of it and come to terms with the Internet’ (Rick Bayne).

Only

the

Geelong

Advertiser

has

pursued

a

different

strategy.

Geelonginfo.com.au uses Geelong Advertiser content along with content from
other sources such as media agency AAP (Australian Associated press).
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The primary role of the site is to promote businesses and services in the
Geelong region. Geelong Info evolved from an already existing local (print)
advertising/telephone directory; news content is the ‘add on’ rather than the
basis of the site. While staff at the other newspapers all had a feeling of
‘ownership’ of their respective sites, Geelonginfo was seen as being a totally
separate company that the Geelong Advertiser just provides with some content.

5.5 Conclusion

All of the staff interviewed were positive about the role of their own newspaper
sites on the World Wide Web. While they endorsed the sentiment of an online
presence, little evidence was gathered that indicated that sites were (or were
likely to become) little more than the poor relations of print. Only the Shepparton
News had a full time online editor, and most of the other papers just allocated
additional duties to print staff.

A common theme was the lack of clearly defined online strategies for growth,
direction or financial resources. There was some evidence that print was used
to promote online and visa versa, but it was limited to a few competitions, copromotions or announcements.

The destiny (and potential profitability) of most of the sites is currently in the
hands of individuals who are already fully committed (in time fraction and
emotionally) to print. Knowledge of the content of sites was largely restricted to
the news stories, which was understandable, as provision of stories is the main
‘hands on’ involvement that editorial staff have with the sites.

It was not clear in most instances whose role it was to monitor the ‘flow’ and
‘useability’ of the sites, which may in part explain why faults (like broken links)
do not get attended to; it may also explain why the perception of interactive
features is higher than actually exists (for example, most respondents thought
classified advertisements could be lodged online; in fact there is no provision for
online advertisement placement on any site).
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By deciding to invest in a regional information site rather than an online
newspaper, the Geelong Advertiser strategy is an alternative model that places
a lesser emphasis on news content. While the site may be financially
successful, it cannot be considered an online newspaper, so it falls outside of
the scope of this study, as would auction sites, classified advertising sites or
other specialist content sites.

Because print newspapers are such an established part of everyday social
structure, the expectation of what should constitute an online newspaper will be
understandably influenced by the print experience. The next chapter will
consider user requirements and expectations in an online environment, and
identify alternative strategies, which may aid the development of online
newspaper strategies.
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CHAPTER 6
ATTITUDES TO WEB BASED REGIONAL
NEWSPAPERS
6.1 Introduction

Having examined the content and publishing strategies of regional newspapers
in the preceding chapters, the focus of this chapter is to explain the attitudes of
users of the Internet to web based regional newspapers. The instrument used to
measure attitudes was an online questionnaire (appendix V). The questionnaire
was also tested in a print based format. It was found that non users of the
Internet had so little knowledge of web based publishing that their answers
could not be considered reliable, so it was decided a web based questionnaire
was the most appropriate instrument to use.

6.2 Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire was designed to find what content and features potential
regular users of web based regional newspapers want, compared to infrequent
users. It was anticipated that regular users of online regional newspapers would
want significantly different content to the print newspaper.

Because the questionnaire was intended for use online, particular attention was
paid to the buttons (form objects) that were imbedded in the questionnaire.
Choice of buttons was made on ease of use for respondents, and most suitable
data presentation for encoding. Three types of buttons were used in the
construction of the form for the online questionnaire. They were radio buttons
(figure 6.1), check boxes (figure 6.2) and drop down lists (figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.1 Radio Buttons

Radio buttons are dependent.
Turning on one, turns off the other.

Long lists were avoided as much as possible, but check boxes (figure 6.2) were
considered to be the best choice when respondents were asked to choose more
than one option from a list. Respondents who wanted to add further comments
used the text boxes.
Figure 6.2 Check Boxes
Check boxes allow
multiple answers to be
selected

Text box allows comments
to be made

Drop down lists (figure 6.3) were used for scaling questions where an answer
was required on a scale. The ability of the respondent to glide their mouse up
and down the list was considered to replicate the feeling of moving a pencil
along a scale on a print based questionnaire. Once checked it was still possible
to uncheck and check another choice if the respondent changed their mind.
Figure 6.3 Drop Down List

Drop down arrow
selected
Then dropdown can be
scrolled
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Each question component was assigned a value, which was automatically sent
with the question number when the questionnaire was submitted. This data was
entered into Microsoft Excel and then transferred into SPSS for analysis. There
were 22 primary questions. Questions 1-4 were concerned with respondent
print newspaper readership patterns. Questions 5 – 8 concerned Internet use
and access. Questions 9 – 16 examined issues of online content preference.
The remaining questions 17 – 22 were concerned with respondent
demographics. Questionnaire respondents were drawn from the readership of
the six regional newspapers (see chapter 3). Advertisements were placed in the
newspapers and a prize was offered as an inducement to participate.

6.3 Questionnaire Analysis

Completed questionnaires were received by email and manually entered into
Microsoft Excel. A completed response sheet is shown in appendix VI. All
quantitative data was later transferred to SPSS for further statistical analysis. All
of the subjective comments/opinions have been included in appendix VII and
are also discussed later in this chapter in relation to the statistical analysis.

6.3.1 Sample Overview
To get a comprehensive overview of the sample, the first stage of the analysis
involved generating frequencies for all questions, to describe the sample and
identify potential issues that might subsequently require further investigation.

6.3.2 Newspaper Readership

There were a total of 279 responses. The Courier (Ballarat) accounted for
27.2%, The Border Mail (Albury Wodonga) 8.6%, The Shepparton News 24.7%,
The Standard (1.8%), the Bendigo Advertiser 4.7%, Geelong Advertiser 24%,
Other Newspaper 7.9% and 1.1% did not regularly read any paper. 92% of
respondents read their regional newspaper at least once a week, and 52% read
or looked at it every day. Saturday was the most popular day, with 79%
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readership (adjusted valid percentage as The Shepparton News is a Monday to
Friday publication).

Local news was the most popular content category (94%), followed by
opinion/letters (48%), advertising (47%), state/national news (39%), Sport
(31%) and international news (23%). This high emphasis on local content and
opinion is aligned with the findings in the literature review and the content
analysis. The online regional newspapers all had a higher local content (above
50%) than print. Readership preferences are shown in table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Readership Content Preferences
n=279
Local News

Frequency

Percentage
263

94

110

39

65

23

136

48

87

31

132

47

State/National
News
International
News
Opinion/Letters
Sport
Advertising

6.3.3 Internet Use and Access

The majority of respondents had Internet access at home (81.7%), 67% had
work access and 6.8% had access from other sources.
Only 0.4% (one respondent) had no regular access. This high degree of
connectivity was to be expected as the questionnaire was targeted at people
with Internet access. That home access was higher than work access, was of
particular interest, as it indicates that private use has overtaken business use of
the Internet. The most popular use of the Internet is for email. 97% of
respondents reported using email. Table 6.2 provides details of usage patterns.
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Table 6.2 Internet Use

Function

Percentage

Frequency

Email

271

97

Chat

53

19

News/information

217

78

Goods/services/research/purchases

152

55

Financial services

100

36

Recreation

145

52

n=279

The majority of respondents were aware that their regional newspapers had a
web page (62%). Links were provided to the newspaper web pages from the
questionnaire, to encourage respondents to visit their online regional
newspaper site before answering questions about online content.

6.3.4 Preferred Online Content

A mixed message was given in terms of preferred news content. 44% of
respondents wanted the same content as in print, 33% wanted extra information
and 39% wanted a summary of main stories. Provision of breaking news stories
was popular, at 62%. Detailed sport received a response of 24%, which was
lower than may have been expected; given the amount of coverage it receives.
There was noticeable interest (50%) in the provision of community information,
particularly television, theatre and local event guides. News archives were also
popular with 50% of respondents requesting them.
Community web pages and readers letters also received a positive response at
32%. Searchable classified advertising was very popular, receiving a positive
response of 62%.

There was a noticeable lack of familiarity with what some of the newspaper
online pages currently provide as several additional comments were made
requesting searchable classifieds when they already exist. Some of the links on
the various newspaper pages are not clear which may add to confusion. The
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general trend, which emerged from the response to online content, was a
preference for current local information, which will be further examined in the
secondary analysis.

6.3.5 Desired Level of Interactivity

What distinguishes the Internet from most other forms of media is the ability of
users to interact. This section received the highest positive response rate of the
questionnaire, and interestingly most of the online newspapers studied
presently provide little or no opportunity for interaction. Table 6.3 provides the
responses to questions relating to interactivity.

Table 6.3 Desired Level of Interactivity

Frequency

Percentage

Email Story Comments

174

62.4

Contact Individual Journalists

146

52.3

Submit Letter to Editor

220

78.9

Place Comments on a Bulletin Board

144

51.6

173

62

205

73.5

Make Payments or Place
Advertisements
Place Links to Advertisers Products in
Articles
n=279
The willingness and in fact eagerness of respondents to interact is quite
evident. Placing advertisements in the text of a print article would be fraught
with ethical problems, yet embedding advertiser links in an online article was
welcomed. Some suspicion of electronic transactions was still evident, but
equally the 56% of respondents who were happy to make an online purchase
were closely mirrored by the 55% who responded that they have actually made
an online purchase or payment. This would indicate that once people have
made a transaction they have been happy with the experience.
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6.3.6 Branding and Potential for Print Replacement

A clear majority of respondents indicated a preference for a clearly branded
newspaper web presence rather than a general regional portal. An interesting
implication of branding that also became apparent was that of ‘assumed
ownership’. Two examples were cited in respondent feedback. In one instance it
was noted that the Geelong Advertiser Motor Vehicle Used Car Ready
Reckoner was flawed and the Geelong Advertiser should fix it. The ready
reckoner referred to was linked from the Geelong Advertiser site but not owned
and operated by it. The other case referred to was about comments on the
Shepparton News bulletin board. As in the previous case, it was a link to a
bulletin board that was not conducted by the Shepparton News. These cases
could both be avoided by clearly labelling the links but there is obvious room for
confusion particularly as many external sites have a very generic feel about
them, or may have no branding at all (as was the case with the bulleting board
which is a page of a Goulburn Valley Community Site).

The desire for traditional newspaper branding and provision of services such as
breaking news was also complimented by a desire for online regional
newspapers to provide different content to print. These roles included breaking
news, and particularly current information about regional events and services
(86% in favour). Online regional newspapers may enhance or compliment print.
Many respondents (61%), indicated they would visit their local newspaper site
at least once a week, and this figure rose to 80% if the print version was hard to
purchase. Questionnaires were returned from a variety of locations including
London and the Caribbean and it was noted that the respondents like to keep in
touch with home.

When it came to changing from print readership to (exclusive) online readership
though, a mixed message was given. If the online publication was free, 48% of
respondents indicated they would consider just accessing the online
newspaper, but this figure fell to just 15% if it was only available online by
subscription. This result was similarly reflected in a question on subscription,
which indicated a willingness to subscribe only at a very low rate. At a
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subscription rate of $5 a month 56% of respondents indicated they would, or
probably would subscribe, but this fell to only 11% who would or probably would
subscribe at $20 a month. The implications of these findings warrant further
investigation in a future study, as it appears that print circulation could be
threatened by online acceptance while at the same time there is a reluctance to
subscribe online.
•

6.3.7 Respondent Demographics

The average respondent age was 41-45 years. They ranged from less than 16
to more than 66, but 70% were between 30 and 55 years old (figure 6.10). Most
were employed (84%); a typical household comprised two adults (67%) and
48% had no children. The gender of respondents was 45% male and 55%
female.

6.4 Factors Differentiating Regular and Infrequent Users

6.4.1 Identifying Homogenous User Groups
For online newspapers to be successful, they will need users to visit their sites
on a regular basis. Print newspaper circulation figures are critical for setting
advertising rates. As circulation increases, typically so do advertising rates. In
an online environment, regular online newspaper users are needed for the
same reason.
To increase visitation rates it is first necessary to know:•

What features and services do regular online newspaper users
want to access?

•

Would these features and services vary from those required by
less frequent users?

To establish if user visitation rates to online regional newspapers varied
significantly, a k-means cluster analysis was performed (see appendix VII).
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Questions concerning stated frequency of visiting online newspaper pages
(Q12a and b) and the willingness to subscribe to an online page (Q14) were
used for the analysis. Two homogenous groups were successfully identified.
Group one was highly likely to regularly visit their online newspaper and group
two was less likely to visit their online newspaper page on a regular basis. The
content and service requirements of the high low users were then compared
using cross tabulations to determine the variables accounting for the difference
between the groups. The results of these cross tabulations are presented in the
remainder of this chapter as clustered bar charts.

6.4.2 Print and Online Readership

The high user group were regular readers of print (figure 6.4) and online (figure
6.5) newspapers. They had a higher proportional readership than the low users
every day of the week, even Saturday, the highest circulation day (85% of
potential high user readership compared to 71% of low user readership). The
high user group were more likely to read the paper daily (65%) than the low
user group (41%).

6.4.3 Content Preferences

The high user group could reasonably be expected to have a higher
consumption of news/information, financial services and goods and services
from the Internet, because their visitation rate is higher than the low user group.
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Figure 6.4 Print Readership
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Figure 6.5 Online Readership
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The option was also considered that the high user group might have different
content preferences to the low user group; they did not. On line preferences
(figure 6.6) were very similar between the two groups. A very strong preference
was shown by both high and low users for regional content, and particularly
listings of regional events. Despite the focus on regionalism, both high and low
users wanted their regional newspapers online presence to be under its own
banner, rather than incorporated into a regional web page/portal.
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Figure 6.6 Online Content Preferences
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6.4.4 Use of the Internet

Figure 6.7 compares different features of Internet use between high and low
online regional newspaper users, and their usage patterns are very similar. Both
high and low groups have a similar level of connectivity at home, but the low
group actually has a higher level of work access. Email is confirmed as the main
application of the Internet as was predicted previously in the literature review.

Another major use of the Internet shown is information gathering and recreation
as distinct from goods and services searching. The final two plots on the graph
show a similar level of awareness of their newspapers web presence, which
was then boosted equally by first time visiting to complete the survey.
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Figure 6.7 High/Low User Internet Use (% users per activity)
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6.4.5 The Defining Difference – Level of Interactivity

Some 53% of high users responded that they might change from reading print
to just reading online if the online paper was free. This dropped to only 19% if
the online paper was by subscription only. The low users responded that 38%
might change if the online paper was free but only 10% might change to online
only if it was by subscription. From this response it appears there is potential for
partial substitution of print, but there is an unwillingness to pay for it. The online
sites are largely seen as being in addition to print, rather than replacing it. The
question of willingness to subscribe was also considered from a price sensitivity
point of view. The results are shown in figure 6.8. High users were more likely to
subscribe than the low users at all price points.
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Figure 6.8 User Willingness to Subscribe
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At subscription levels of $5/Month there was a very positive response from the
high user group, and healthy interest from the low user group. Once the
subscription rate reached $20/Month there was very limited interest from the
high user group and no interest from the low user group. It seems apparent that
users of either group are unwilling to pay for the substitution of a print
newspaper with an online one. Most of the regional newspapers online sites are
largely a reflection of the print parent. There is little opportunity for users to
interact with the sites. When questioned about desired levels of interactivity
(figure 6.9), the high and low user groups responded in a similar pattern, but not
as many low users wish to participate.

Figure 6.9 Use of Interactive Features
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•

6.4.6 User Group Demographic Differences

Respondents ranged in age from less than 16 y.o. to more than 66y.o. Figure
6.10 shows the number of respondents in each age group, and the number of
high and low users in each. Respondents were mainly between 35y.o. and
65y.o. High users predominated in the groups 35-65.

Other demographics measured such as employment status (employed =
82/87%), number of children and number of adults in a household, have little
influence of whether users were in the high or low usage group.
•

Figure 6.10 Respondents by Age and User Group
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6.5 Respondent Comments

Respondents to the questionnaire were invited to make additional comments on
some questions. The comments were all recorded and subjectively grouped into
themes. The resulting themes were content, additional services, other Internet
use, and interactivity. This section will discuss the additional comments in
general terms, but they are all listed in full in appendix VIII.
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6.5.1 Content Requests

A mixture of advertising and editorial was requested. Many respondents
requested searchable classifieds, even when they were already present which
indicates site navigation problems or lack of familiarity with the sites. Personal
notices and births/deaths were particularly requested, along with real estate and
employment. Comments included – ‘more classifieds’, ‘births, deaths and
marriages’, and ‘searchable employment’.

In terms of editorial content the only requests were for more country news, kids
pages, book reviews and for social pages. There was interest in local news and
events rather than national and international news. One comment was – ‘I
briefly glimpse over all the headings but I read the Age online for national and
international news’. Another respondent said ‘the national/international news is
usually syndicated well after the event, so I have already heard it’. It was in fact
the lack of comments requesting extra editorial that was of interest, as it did not
appear to be a major priority that stimulated additional comment.

6.5.2 Additional Services

The provision of local information was a popular theme. Entertainment/cinema
guides, TV guides, community group contact information, train/bus times and
regularly updated weather information were all suggested. Additional uses of
the Internet submitted were research for work/education email, banking,
education, travel information, recreation and competitions. Research for
work/education was regularly mentioned. Apart from providing information some
respondents indicated a desire for content that offered additional value such as
‘holiday and tourist information including special deals’, ‘competitions’, ‘games
and kids stuff’, or ‘regional events’. The most commonly requested function was
the provision of community information not generally provided in the print
newspaper such as train and bus timetables, theatre and events guides.
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6.5.3 Interactivity

Searchable archives were regularly mentioned, and several respondents
mentioned linking stories to previous stories on the same theme. There was
also interest in online auctions, and they were mentioned several times.

6.6 Conclusion

The online survey confirmed patterns of Internet use were significantly different
to print use of regional newspapers. High users of regional newspaper sites
were not found to want significantly different content to print in terms of articles.
High users indicated they want an enhanced product, with a higher level of
interactivity and more regional information features, rather than different
editorial content. Respondents to the survey indicated a reluctance to subscribe
to online newspapers for more than a token amount, although there was also an
indication that up to half of high users may drop print readership in favour of
online readership if the online version remained free. The ‘shovelware’
approach – dumping the entire print content into an online format, has not
offered users an enhanced product, but rather a poor version of print. Favour
was found with the concept of adding to the existing print newspaper by
providing additional services (particularly about current community events) and
a much higher degree of interactivity than is currently available. Features such
as online placement of classified and bill payment are expected and fall into the
category of basic services (although most of the sites considered do not have
the facilities).

As newspaper circulation rates continue to decline worldwide (Pinkney 2000),
the findings of this study would suggest that the provision of online content, will
do little to arrest, and may in fact cause a further decline (because of possible
erosion of the print base). High users of online regional newspapers sites were
not found to have substantially different content requirements to low users;
differences were more related to the way both groups use the Internet. The
main differences between the groups were:-
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•

High users:-

•

Were more likely to subscribe to an online newspaper than a low
user.

•

They read more often than low users, in print as well as online.

•

They want a higher level of interactivity than low users.

•

They are more likely to drop print for online only readership than
low users.

All of the regional newspapers have very strong branding in their areas, and
recognition of mastheads was regarded positively.

Separately

named

regional

sites/portals

would

loose

the

historic

(recognition/trust) benefit that masthead branding brings, even if the online
business was a totally separate entity to the print business. A higher level of
interactivity would start to genuinely differentiate online sites from print
newspapers would include users being able to contribute at all levels. Allowing
feedback on stories, direct communication with journalists, submission of
letters, use of bulletin boards, and online auctions.

The role of the newspaper as the supplier of the news and the reader as the
consumer of the news will not be attractive enough in an online environment to
build subscription or other means of raising revenue. Building user loyalty
combines with the idea of community and a sense of belonging. Use of online
community features (such as bulletin boards, chat pages, user reviews and
similar features) has been found to create substantial value for both retail and
content sites (Brown, Tilton and Woodside 2002). The final discussion, which
follows this chapter, will look more closely at this issue of community as one of
the opportunities online newspapers may exploit to enhance their online
opportunities.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There are varied opinions on what constitutes a good online media model, but
no preferred model has been identified. This dissertation has explored many of
these opinions, and applied them in a regional newspaper context. Currently,
the main function of online regional newspapers is the provision of news, but
this research found little evidence that users of online regional newspapers are
prepared to pay more than a token amount for such services. The following
quotes have been included in this final chapter as they provide tangible
examples of the issues corroborated by the research:-

‘Papers are still straddling the Old and new media divide. They are short on
interactivity. many don't have email feedback or chat rooms or live interviews. many
papers are just putting their newspapers online. Practice known as "Shovelware".’
(Brown, 1999 a: np).

Some of the regional daily newspapers examined had searchable classified
advertising sourced from the print parent, but they are not actively promoted.
The
print relationship with online advertising is an uneasy one:-

‘Chief executive of Consolodated press, Mr James Packer cast doubt on newspapers
in the electronic age. "It's the area most at threat from the increased functionality of the
Internet", he said, "The ad can stay there forever, it can have more detail, more colour,
you
don't have to pay for the paper. Prices are just going to
come crashing down’. (Darby, 1999 p. 2).

All of the newspaper staff that were interviewed, without exception, echoed the
following sentiment:-

‘Insiders believe that few newspaper sites are profitable, but having a web site
is no longer optional.’ (Taylor, 1999 p.28).
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7.1 Introduction

Australian newspapers have followed the international trend to publish online
and virtually all have established sites on the World Wide Web in recent years.
The National Library of Australia lists over 250 online Australian newspapers
(see appendix IV). Of these, 30 are Victorian regional newspapers. Reasons for
establishing sites vary, but the most common theme echoed in the interviews of
regional newspaper editorial staff was because their competitors were online
(section 5.4.1). Strategic planning has largely been conducted within the
framework of the wider print newspaper agenda, and most sites tend to be
reflections of their print parent. With the exception of the Shepparton News,
none of the newspapers included in the project had a permanent online editorial
staff member.

Even well resourced responses to disruptive technologies like the Internet have
been shown to be maladaptive (Gilbert, 2001). Gilbert’s examination of the
American newspaper industry found that the constraints imposed on online
newspaper sites by traditional newspaper management, restricted innovation
and stifled potential for success, hence separation of the business’s was
suggested as the most appropriate course. Gilbert (2001) further suggests that
the provision of content can be sourced on a commercial basis from the most
suitable provider, be they the parent newspaper Company, or news agencies.
Advertising sales staff would be focused on an online product, rather than
competing across platforms. Gilbert’s (2001) work provides an important context
for the positioning of the current status of online regional newspapers in
Australia. This current research, whilst appreciating the importance of
management structure and strategies, looks more at online newspapers
themselves, and the relationship users want with the sites.

7.2 Review

There is general agreement in the literature (Barringer 2000; Casale 2000;
Kerwin 1999) that publishers and their journalists have in many cases been
reactive, rather than pro-active in establishing an online presence. Fear of
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competition has been a key motivator. Journalists’ main use of the Internet
remains sending and receiving email.

The literature further suggests that the greatest vulnerability for newspapers is
not the total substitution of a new business model but steady erosion through a
sequence of partial substitutions that will make the current business model
unsustainable (Evans and Wurster 1997). There is evidence that this is already
happening. Internet portals such as Nine MSN are providing comprehensive
services that include news highlights, free email, advertising, chat and search
engines. The auction site ebay7 is very successful and provides no journalistic
content (Romei 2001). What is particularly unique about the operation of ebay is
that it is the users who help each other (Anders 1999).

Traditionally, advertising revenue has been the lifeblood of print newspapers
(Gunther and Gashurov 2000). It is not yet clear if this will be the case for online
newspaper sites (Fine 1999). A newspaper site, can be distinguished from an
online advertising site, if it contains content, but the nature of content is
changing; content is being eroded by a series of partial substitutions by
specialist topic sites (Evans and Wurster 1997).

Newspapers typically have only two components to sell; information for readers
and advertising space for advertisers. Competition for circulation and
advertising has been an interactive process, with advertising rates increasing
with circulation. Specialists have been picking off parts of the traditional
newspaper business and giving it special treatment. Specialist web sites are
now available for every conceivable interest. Sports fans can go to sports
pages; investors can go to online share brokers and auction lovers can go to
sites like ebay. The relationship between advertisers and news providers is
often cloudy. Subscription models have never been strong in Australia, and
advertising-funded models appear to supply information for free. With the
general reluctance to pay for online advertising showing no sign of easing,

1

http://www.ebay.com
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newspapers are desperately looking for alternative revenue streams, such as
subscription archives (Electronic Advertising & Marketplace Report 1998).
Until audience content requirements are better understood, attempts to improve
profitability by increasing advertising revenue, or introducing subscriptions will be
difficult to project.

7.2.1 The Research Questions

The primary purpose of this research was to examine the role of content in online
regional daily newspapers. Two central questions were proposed in chapter 1.
They were:-

1.

Can content alone, be the basis of a successful online regional newspaper?

2.

Is the level of interactivity important in online regional newspapers?

In answer to the first question, content is not enough to ensure economic success
of online regional newspapers even though it is currently the basis of all of the sites
examined in the study.

All of the sites reported a high visitation rate, but no

evidence was gathered that suggested users might be willing to pay for the
experience. In fact the opposite was true. The analysis of the survey of online
regional newspaper users, discussed in chapter 6, indicated that users would be
reluctant to subscribe, except at very low rates. It is possible that the provision of
free online content could actually cause a further decline in newspaper circulation
because of the potential to erode the print base. While the high online newspaper
user group identified in the survey analysis read more often both in print and online
than the low user group, they were also the most likely to drop print for online only
readership.

Both high and low user groups identified email in the survey as their main use of
the Internet. By regularly using email as a communications medium, online users
expect interactivity from an online experience. It follows then that increasing the
level of interactivity was identified as the most important issue for online regional
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newspapers to address, rather than different editorial content. Interactive functions
also provide the greatest opportunity to generate revenue.
This may be achieved directly in terms of sales such as classified advertising
placement or fee based archive retrieval, or it may be in savings created by
automated online systems such as account payments. By developing interactive
functions online users would be encouraged to visit regional newspaper sites more
regularly, increasing the likelihood of using revenue-generating applications.

7.3 The Future of Regional Newspapers

A decision was made to focus on Victorian regional daily newspapers, with online
sites, because their content and features changed regularly. This provided an
opportunity to study user reactions to a wider variety of features and content than
would have been possible with weekly or bi-weekly sites. As distinct from
metropolitan daily newspapers, regional newspapers have a personal relationship
with their local communities. How this relationship is managed in an online
environment could determine the success or failure of online regional newspaper
sites. Most of the Victorian regional newspapers are published either weekly or biweekly. It is anticipated that the studies finding’s which apply to regional daily
newspapers in Victoria could also apply to other Australian and international
regional papers because of a similar focus on local issues.

7.4 The Role of Content

Because online newspapers are a relatively new phenomenon, little attention has
been paid to user requirements by newspaper proprietors. None of the regional
newspapers included in the study have completed any research into online user
requirements, while data is collected and analysed regularly on print readership
requirements. All of the print newspapers had incorporated new sections or major
structural changes in the previous twelve-month period. Some individual
newspaper examples included changing from broadsheet to tabloid, changing font,
incorporating new supplements or changing existing supplements. By contrast, the
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online regional newspaper sites are largely template driven, and changes have
been minimal in layout, navigation or content.

Both regular and occasional users of newspaper sites were found to have similar
content interest, largely focussed on local issues. Print journalists currently provide
online content, and it is generally copied straight from the current print news stories
of the day. Choosing and uploading stories is typically the role of a sub-editor. The
most suitable stories are chosen for inclusion on the web, usually those with a local
and regional focus. With the exception of the Shepparton News, none of the
newspapers employed specialist online editors; the level of editorial staff resources
provided was also minimal, ranging between 0.1 and 0.2 of a full time position.
While a degree of enthusiasm was expressed during the newspaper staff
interviews about online publishing, in all cases the web pages were seen as an
interesting aside, but a poor relation of print.

Print content has traditionally been produced by journalists for consumption by the
readership. This interpretation of the term needs to be expanded in an online
environment. There is an opportunity to expand the understanding of content to
include interactive and community features. News or information provided by users,
or even advertisers could also be considered content. The failure of the user
survey data in chapter 6 to clearly differentiate between the content interests of
high and low users of sites is best explained by the lack of content differentiation
between online and print. Traditional print content will continue to form the
foundation of online sites, but opportunities for increasing revenue will be driven
from the expanded understanding of the term. Virtually all online content is
currently derived from print. One surveyed respondent commented that ‘the
experience is a little like holidaying at home; comfortable, but nothing to get too
excited about’.

7.5 Unfulfilled Promises

What sets the Internet apart from other media is its ability to be a platform for
interactivity. In the essay ‘Online newspapers: the End for Traditional Print Media?’
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(Cullerton 2000) it is suggested that the online form and structure of a newspaper
is different to print.
The online form of a newspaper is described by Cullerton (2000) as containing
links and shortcuts to stories or sections of stories of the most relevance to the
reader. Cullerton states that online news publications allow the reader to
participate and respond to news stories via chat rooms, forums and discussions, an
immediate interactive process that could not be replicated in the traditional print
media.
None of the regional newspapers examined in this study come close to this
idealised description, as there are very limited opportunities on any of the regional
newspaper sites viewed, for users to use interactive features.

7.6 Online Content vs User Requirements

The analysis of the online newspaper user questionnaire divided regular and
occasional users on the basis of their content preferences and found little
difference. Although content is important on a regional newspaper site, the user
relationship with the site and desire to interact was the major point of difference
between a regular user and an occasional user. There is potential to exploit this
sense of ‘community’ exhibited by the high user group.

This finding is in agreement with a McKinsey study, ‘The Case for On-Line
Communities’ (Brown, Tilton and Woodside 2002) which found that users of online
community features of sites are more valuable than nonusers as they visit sites
more often, spend longer on them and make more purchases. The McKinsey
Quarterly study found that users of community features at the Web sites studied
generate two-thirds of their sales while accounting for only one-third of their
visitors. Users who contribute product reviews or post messages on the studied
web pages visited the sites nine times more than nonusers and bought almost
twice as often. Even users who only read the community exchanges but do not
actively participate were more frequent visitors and buyers. Top-performing sites
were found to excel in three key areas: design, implementation and management.
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The components of these areas as presented by Brown, Tilton and Woodside
(2002) are as follows: Design
•

Enhances user experience and makes it easy to transact business

•

Provides numerous, prominent, and well-conceived links among community
features throughout the site

Implementation
•

Provides ubiquitous connectivity to community features from all parts of the
site

•

Seamlessly melds community features with content and commerce

Management
•

Gives star contributor’s incentives, such as special recognition or
biographies

•

Aims to increase number of people who use community features; methods
include following message trends and creating new discussion groups on
hot topics

•

Purges inappropriate content actively and

•

Measures impact of community features and mines information to extract
value

7.7 Implications

The Victorian regional newspapers included in this study are basically clones of
their print parents. A number of factors provide evidence to support the view that
many contributors to online newspapers lack familiarity with online publishing
techniques. Features detailed in 7.6 are largely absent, even at the basic level
from the regional newspaper sites considered in this study.
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Features that were absent or lacking include: –
•

Menu links to different sections of sites are not prominent and are sometimes
wrong

•

Community features are virtually non-existent

•

Some sites do not have ANY contact details at all, such as phone numbers or
email addresses

•

Embedded hyperlinks provided are often not active, although a URL may be
provided

•

Ownership of content is often obscure and a sense of community may be lost,
particularly with some of the generic advertising search menus

While these points may be construed as shortcomings of the reviewed sites, they
can also be viewed as an opportunity. The main trauma associated with
implementing community features would not be budgetary; it would be the need for
a radical change in attitude on the part of newspaper management. Newspaper
sites should be seen as an opportunity to grow a new business, rather than a way
to enhance or extend the life of an old one. It is unlikely that readers will want to
read their newspaper on a computer whilst at the beach; but it is also unlikely that
they would rather tear out and post a coupon for holiday package information, or
wait ‘on hold’ on the telephone when a mouse click would do.

7.8 Limitations of the Study

It was not possible to include all of the regional newspaper sites in Australia, or
even Victoria in the study as the scope would have been well beyond the
resources allocated. The six sites chosen were considered to be a good
representative sample, so the findings could be expected to apply to other media
or content sites. The print and online content data collection was conducted over a
six-day period, and the results may have varied somewhat at a different point in
time. None of the newspapers were studied in depth, and individual
recommendations would not be possible.
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7.9 Future Research

While content has been the core business of print newspapers, in an online
environment it is an expected minimum. It may be dressed up, summarised or
expanded. Essentially it is still content and Internet users do not expect to pay
for it. Future research will need to find ways to reverse the gap between
business plans and market reality. To achieve this objective, research is
particularly needed in the areas of advertising, community and trust.

Off-line media business models that have traditionally used interruption
advertising and subscriptions as income drivers are not providing a sufficient
basis for online viability. Emerging models such as contextual advertising (such
as where a related link to a service or product is embedded in a story) may
prove to be more suited in an online environment than random, non-specific
advertisements. Consumers who are adverse to banners may be more
receptive to targeted advertising, particularly if they are considering a purchase.
The basis of any successful model will be trust. E-trust is complex and crosses
over many issues including community. Ebay, the mega auction site, owes in
large part its massive acceptance, to its system of buyer and seller
endorsements. By posting positive or negative comments about the success of
transactions Ebay transcends users fears by implementing a system that
combines a feeling of community belonging, and individual trust.

Regional newspapers have to date only sampled online publishing but
ultimately a sense of urgency will start to dictate the need to make sites pay off
or produce revenue. Failure to do so may see newspapers withdraw from online
publishing altogether or sites may be stripped back to become simple,
inexpensive, online brochures for a print publication. Research now needs to
focus on ways of winning user and revenue share in the online content market,
so online publications can grow, rather than contract.
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7.10 Contribution

This research has confirmed that content alone is not enough to ensure the
survival of regional newspaper websites. Significantly, regular and occasional
user content needs were similar, but regular users indicated a desire for higher
levels of interactivity than occasional users. Application of the findings will allow
regional newspapers to evaluate both their sites and future business strategies
in terms of the wider issues of community and interactivity. Because the
analysis was conducted across the six newspapers, individual bias was
eliminated and a degree of uniformity of results was noted across the six.

The main benefit of the content analysis was establishing the high proportion of
local news content, rather than the news type, across the newspapers and the
sites. Respondents to the questionnaire also placed very high import on local
content, which fitted well with the content analysis result. There were so many
similarities between the six sites however, that if viewed selectively, the findings
will provide useful, actionable information, which could be used by regional
newspapers and other online publishers. It is anticipated that this study will
encourage researchers to further consider the role of content in relation to the
sustainability and viability of online publishing. As such the research is a useful
addition to e-commerce literature on content. This research contributes to the
debate in the public policy area, particularly in focussing on the need to look
beyond primary content provision functions of the Internet to a multi faceted
interactive communications approach.

7.11 Future Directions for Online Newspapers

All new media models take time to find their feet, and online publishing is still in
its infancy. Not all media companies will survive migration to online versions in
their current forms. This is because ongoing losses from regional newspaper
sites will become unsustainable. It is likely that sites will be modified to better
serve users needs, particularly for interactivity, and interest in local issues,
services and events.
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Regional newspapers sites are well placed to build long-term audiences,
particularly because of the ability to cross promote between print and online
versions. Separation of print newspapers and their online counterparts has
been suggested (Gilbert 2001), but other less radical approaches also present
themselves. These approaches would better exploit the relationship between
the mediums, and provide benefits to both print and online publications.

Issues to be considered should include:-

1. Online sites should incorporate a much higher level of interactivity at all
levels than they currently exhibit. Sites should include features such as
email facilities, bulletin boards, online advertisement placement, and
active hyperlinks within stories or to advertisers’ sites.

2. Community features should be provided to build loyalty and trust in
regular users.

3. New methods of generating revenue such as contextual advertising
(active hyperlinks to advertisers within stories) or online regional auctions
should be tested. This would encourage users to participate in an active
advertising experience, granting a level of control, and choice not present
in passive advertising.

4. Resources to monitor and evaluate changes should be allocated by
individual regional newspapers, allowing for the constant re-evaluation of
site structure and e-business strategies.

5. The high level of local news content should be maintained.

7.12 Conclusion

The relationship between on-line publishing and hard copy publishing will
continue to evolve. Interview data gathered from editorial staff found that on-line
publishing is still considered to be something newspapers are involved in
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because competitors are. At the same time, on-line sites appear to have an
uncertain future if they cannot become profitable. Incumbent regional
newspaper proprietors are better positioned to absorb short-term losses than
pure online publishing competitors are, because they have substantial
resources. They can use cross platform promotional opportunities to drive users
from print to online, and vice versa. Despite this, many of the opportunities that
the association with print should provide such as provision of content, capital,
and publishing experience are compromised because of a seeming lack of
commitment to be creative and innovative producing specialist product for
online use. All of the regional newspapers studied were cut down versions of
their print parents and this exemplifies the lack of innovation exhibited,
particularly in terms of interactivity.

Although the ‘arranged marriage’ between print and the regional newspaper
sites has been born of convenience and tradition rather than necessity, it is
unlikely that regional newspapers will adopt suggestions (Gilbert 2001) to
separate print and online publications. Relationships have already developed
linking the identity of print and online publications. It is probable that change will
occur within this existing framework, rather than by separating the businesses
and making them competitors. While the way forward is uncertain, the pressure
for newspaper sites to show profits will force an examination of current policies.
It should be a priority to develop alternative strategies which encourage higher
levels of user participation in online regional newspapers.
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APPENDIX I
EXPLANATION OF CONTENT CATEGORIES
1. Politics - was used to categorise any item that was primarily about what politicians
said, did or policy.

2. Economy - included anything of an economic or business nature.

3. Crime/Courts - included any legal or criminal matters.

4. Accidents/disasters - included historic, current or future references (about
possible accidents/disasters).

5. Culture/entertainment/popular culture - included anything of entertainment value
including social activities, theatre, television, and music.

6. Science/medicine - Scientific items or discoveries, findings or recommendations.
Medicine includes all health related issues.

7. Social Issues/welfare/education - All education related items, and matters of
social or welfare significance.

8. International relations - Items that involve an Australian or Australian connection
overseas.

9. Sport - Any sporting event, or mention of a sport or personality.

10. Letters/interaction - published letters/or comments from the readership.
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APPENDIX II
EXPLANATION OF ARTICLE SOURCE CATEGORIES
1. The local category was applied to items, which referred to
anything or anyone within the region covered by the newspapers
readership.

2. Australian was applied to any item referring to any anything or
anyone outside of the immediate region, but within Australia.

3. International was used to refer to any item sourced overseas, but
including reference to anything or anyone Australian.

4. Foreign was applied to an item about anything or anyone in a
foreign country, without direct reference to Australia.
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APPENDIX III
LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE COURIER :‘We had good parking once’

There was good parking in the CBD until someone decided to put a
building on the one near the mall. Now it is easier just not to shop in the
mall any more. Basically the old carpark should be replaced or it should
not have been sold. Paying $300 a year to park would do nothing to
alleviate a parking shortage. Putting money in the meters is not the
problem, finding a park is.
IAN KNOX, Grenville

Would you like to comment on this article?
<< Click here to have your say
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APPENDIX IV
AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPERS ON THE INTERNET
(Source: National Library of Australia)

Advertiser & Sunday Mail (SA)
Advocate (Bullsbrook, WA)
Advocate (Burnie, Tas)
Age (Vic)
Age Chinese edition (Vic)
Alice Springs News (NT)
Alpine Observer (Bright, Vic)
Altona-Laverton Mail (Vic)
AM News (NSW)
Arab Net
Area News (Griffith, NSW)
Areolist Australia
Armidale Express (Armidale, NSW)
Ararat Advertiser(Ararat, Vic)
Augusta Margaret River Mail (WA)
Australia Daily (Chinese)
Australian & Weekend Australian
Australian Financial Review
Australian Jewish News (Vic)
Australien Kurier (NSW)(German
Language)
Bacchus Marsh Express Telegraph (Vic)
Bairnsdale Advertiser (Vic)
Bankstown Canterbury Torch (NSW)
Barrier Daily Truth (Broken Hill, NSW)
Barossa and Light Herald (SA)
Bayside Bulletin (Cleveland, Qld)
Bendigo Advertiser(Vic)
Berwick News (Vic)
Bharat Times (Indian - Melbourne, Vic)
bizreview (Qld)
Blacktown Advocate (NSW)
Blacktown Sun (NSW)
Blue Mountains Gazette (Springwood,
NSW)
Border Chronicle (Bordertown, SA)
Border Mail (Albury, NSW)
Border Times (SA)
Border Watch (Mt Gambier, SA)
BrotherSister
Bunbury Herald (WA)
Bunyip (Gawler, SA)
Business Review Weekly (BRW)
(Sydney, NSW)
Business Sydney Online (NSW)

Lake Times (Warilla, NSW)
Lakes Post (Vic)
Land Rights Queensland
(Brisbane, Qld)
Liverpool Champion (NSW)
Leader (Angaston, SA)
Local Government Focus (Vic)
Lower Clarence Review
(Maclean, NSW)
Loxton News (SA)
Macarthur Advertiser (NSW)
Macedon ranges Telegraph
(Vic)
Maroondah Journal (Vic)
Mary Valley Voice (Sunshine Coast, Qld)
Melton Express Telegraph (Vic)
Mercury & The Sunday
Tasmanian (Tas)
Mirror (Foster, Vic)
Monash Journal (Vic)
Mornington and Southern Peninsula Mail
(Vic)
Mornington Peninsula Flier (Vic)
Murray Pioneer (SA)
Murray Valley Standard (SA)
Myrtleford Times (Myrtleford, Vic)
Narrogin Observer (WA)
New Australian (Vic)
Newcastle Herald Online (NSW)
News Limited's Newsclassifieds
News Limited Newspapers
News Weekly (Melbourne, Vic)
North Queensland Register (Townsville,
Qld)
Northern Daily Leader (Tamworth,
NSW)
Northern Rivers Echo (Lismore, NSW)
Northern Star (Lismore, NSW)
Northern Argus (Clare, SA)
North West Property News (Vic)
Nova Hrvatska (Haymarket, NSW)
Ovens and Murray Advertiser
(Beechworth, Vic)
Pakistan tribune international (Sydney,
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Busselton-Margaret Times (WA)
Byron Shire Echo (NSW)
Camden Wollondilly
Advertiser (NSW)
Campus Review (NSW)
Canberra City News (ACT)
Canberra Times (ACT)
Casterton News (Casterton,
Vic)
Catholic Leader (Qld)
Catholic Outlook (Parramatta,
NSW)
Catholic Voice (ACT)
Central Western Daily
(Orange, NSW)
Chaser Online (Sydney, NSW)
Checkout Classifieds Online
Cheers (Japanese) (Crows
Nest, NSW)
Chelsea Independent (Vic)
Christian Reporter News
(Ingleburn, NSW)
Chronicle (Toowoomba, Qld)
Chronicle (Wangaratta, Vic)
Circular Head Chronicle (Tas)
Cobar Weekly (NSW)
Coffs Harbour Advocate
(NSW)
Coffs Harbour & Districk
Independent News (NSW)
Cohuna Farmers Weekly
(Cohuna, Vic)
Community Voice (Manly,
NSW)
Cooks River Valley Times
Country News
Courier (Ballarat, Vic)
Courier (Cobram, Vic)
Courier (Mt Barker, SA)
Courier Mail (Qld)
Cranbourne Independent
(Vic)
Cranbourne News (Vic)
Daily Advertiser (Wagga
Wagga, NSW)
Daily Liberal (Dubbo, NSW)
Daily Mercury (Mackay, Qld)
Daily Telegraph & Sunday
Telegraph (NSW)
Daily Liberal (Dubbo, NSW)

NSW)
Palmwoods District News (Qld)
Parkenham-Berwick Gazette (Vic)
Parramatta Sun (NSW)
Peninsula Community Access News
(Woy Woy, NSW)
Pennant (SA)
Penrith Star (NSW)
Philippine Times (Melbourne, Vic)
Plains Producer (Balaklava, SA)
Polish Kurier (Mt Hawthorne, WA)
Polish Weekly (Footscray, Vic) Polish
Language
Portland Observer & Guardian (Portland,
Vic)
Port Lincoln Times (SA)
Maitland Mercury (NSW)
Mandurah's Coastal Times
(WA)
Mandurah Mail (WA)
Mandurah Telegraph (WA)
Manjimup Bridgetown
Times (WA)
Mansfield Courier
(Mansfield, Vic)
Port Macquarie News (NSW)
Post (Newcastle, NSW)
Post Newspapers (WA)
Practical Punting Daily (NSW)
Queanbeyan Age (Queanbeyan, NSW)
Queensland Country Life (Ormiston,
Qld)
Queensland Independent (Qld)
Queensland Times (Qld)
Recorder (SA)
Redland Times (Cleveland, Qld)
Review Pictorial (NSW)
Riverine Grazier (Hay, NSW)
Riverine Herald (Echuca, Vic)
River News (SA)
Rural Press Seymour Telegraph (Vic)
Shepparton News (Vic)
Shoalhaven Independent (Nowra, NSW)
Snowy River Mail (Vic)
Sound Telegraph (WA)
South East Newspapers (Parkenham, Vic)
South Eastern Real Estate News (Vic)
South Eastern Times (SA)
Southern Argus (SA)
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Dandenong Journal (Vic)
Dandenong Examiner (Vic)
Deniliquin Pastoral Times
(NSW)
The Down Under On-Line
News (Finnish Language)
Dunoon & District Gazette
(NSW)
Dutch Courier (Vic)
East Gippsland News (Vic)
Euroa Gazette (Euroa, Vic)
Examiner (Launceston, Tas)
Eyre Penninsula Tribune
(Cleve, SA)
Fairfax Community
Newspapers
Fairfax Market Classifieds
Fairfield City Champion (NSW)
Family World News
Farming Online
Farm Weekly (Perth, WA)
Fiji Times (NSW)
Flinders News (SA)
Footscray Mail (Vic)
Frankston & Hastings
Independent (Vic)
Frankston-Longbeach Flier
(Vic)
G'day Australia
Geelong Advertiser (Vic)
Geraldton Guardian (WA)
Glasshouse Country News
(Sunshine Coast, Qld)
Gold Coast Bulletin (Qld)
Green Left Weekly
Green Trinagle Holiday News
(Hamilton, Vic)
Guardian / Communist Party
of Australia
Gympie Times (Gympie, Qld)
Harvey Reporter (WA)
Hawkesbury Gazette (NSW)
Herald Sun & Herald Sun
Sunday (Vic)
Heritage Herald
(Maryborough, Qld)
Hills News (NSW)
Huron Valley News (Tas)
Illawarra Mercury (NSW)
Independence Daily (Chinese)

Southern Cross (Anglican) (Sydney,
NSW)
Southern Cross (UK)
Southern Riverina News (Finley, NSW)
South Western Times (WA)
Spectator (Hamilton, Vic)
Standard (Vic)
Stock Journal (Adelaide, SA)
St George & Sutherland Shire Leader
(NSW)
St Mary's Star (NSW)
Strategy (Qld)
Sunbury Telegraph (Vic)
Sun Herald (NSW)
Sunshine Advocate (Vic)
Sun Today (NSW)
Sunday Mail (Qld)
Sunday Times (WA)
Sunshine Valley News (Qld)
Sydney Morning Herald (NSW)
Sydney Star Observer (NSW)
Tablelands Post (NSW)
Times (SA)
Timor Today: East Timor International
Support Center (Darwin, NT)
Trading Post
Transcontinental (SA)
Tygodnik Polski (Footscray, Vic) Polish
Language)
Valley Times (Cooks River, NSW)
Victorian Country Press Association
(Carlton, Vic)
Village Journal (NSW)
Village Voice (NSW)
Warrandyte Diary (Vic)
Warrnambool Standard Online (Vic)
Warwick Daily News (Warwick, Qld)
Weekenderr (Northern Beaches, NSW)
Weekend Independent (Qld)
Weekly Times (Ryde, NSW)
Weekly Times (Vic)
Werribee Banner (Vic)
West Australian (WA)
West Coast Sentinel (Ceduna, SA)
Western Australian Business News (WA)
Western District Holiday News
(Hamilton, Vic)
Western District Farmer (Hamilton, Vic)
Western Echo (Brisbane, Qld)
Western Herald (Rosebery, Tas)
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Indian Link (NSW)
Islander (Kangaroo Island, SA)
Katherine Times (NT)
Kiama Independent (NSW)
Kimberley Echo (WA)
King Island Courier (Tas)
Kingston Leader (SA)
Knox Journal (Vic)
Koori Mail
Kurd (Kurdish Language)
(Woodville, SA)

West Regional Newspaper Group (WA)
Western Star (Qld)
Western Week-Ender (Penrith, NSW)
Whitehorse Journal (Vic)
Whitsunday Times (Qld)
Whyalla News (SA)
Williamstown Advertiser (Vic)
Wollongong Advertiser (NSW)
Workers News (NSW)
Workers Online (NSW)
Yorke Peninsula Country Times (SA)

Source: List of Australian Papers on the Internet

<http://www.nla.gov.au/npapers.html>
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APPENDIX V
ONLINE REGIONAL NEWSPAPER QUESTIONNAIRE
(converted to text to show all answer options).

Regional Newspaper Questionnaire
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this survey. The object of this
study is find out some of the things people like about their regional
newspapers. We will also talk about online newspapers. Your help will
assist your regional newspaper provide a better service for you. The
survey will take about 10 minutes to complete. There are no right or
wrong answers; we are simply interested in your opinions. There is no
requirement to include your contact details, unless you elect to. If
using the electronic form provided online, your email address does not
automatically send with the form, to maintain your right to privacy. All
questionnaires will be confidential and no information regarding
respondents’ identity will be given to third parties under any
circumstances.

1. Do you read or look at any of the following newspapers
(Please tick one. If you read more than one tick the one you consider is “local”)
1.[ ] The Courier
2.[ ] Geelong Advertiser
3.[ ] Shepparton News
4.[ ] The Standard
5.[ ] The Border Mail
6.[ ] Bendigo Advertiser
7.[ ] Other (Please
specify)_____________________________________________
8.[ ] Do not read any paper

2. How often do you read or look at any of the papers?
(Tick one box only)
1.[ ] At least once a day
2.[ ] At least once a week
3.[ ] At least once a month
4.[ ] At least once in 6 months
5.[ ] Less often
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3. Which editions of the paper do you regularly read.
(Please tick all that apply)
1.[ ] Monday edition
2.[ ] Tuesday edition
3.[ ] Wednesday edition
4.[ ] Thursday edition
5.[ ] Friday edition
6.[ ] Saturday edition
7.[ ] Rarely read
8.[ ] Never read

4. Which three sections or topics of the newspaper interest you the most?
(Please rank them 1, 2, 3. Mark favourite section/topic = 1)
1.[
2.[
3.[
4.[
5.[
6.[
7.[
8.[

] Local news
] National news
] International news
] Opinion/letters
] Sport
] Advertising
] Other (please specify)
] No particular section

The next section of the questionnaire relates to your use or attitude to the
internet. We are particularly interested in how you feel about the internet, even if
you have not used it.

5. Have you used the Internet (Please tick all that apply)
1.[ ] At home 2.[ ] In the office 3.[ ] Other place 4.[ ] No access
(If “No access” please go to Question 7)
6. What do you use the Internet for?

(Please tick all that apply)

1. [ ] Email
2. [ ] Chat
3. [ ] News/Information
4. [ ] Goods/services research and/or purchases
5. [ ] Financial services
6. [ ] Recreation
7. [ ] Other
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Regional newspaper sites vary a lot. Some of them include the whole
newspaper online, and others list five or six of the main stories for the
day. Most of the sites also have searchable classified ads as well.
7. Did you know that your regional newspaper was available online (before
today)?

1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

8. Have you visited your regional newspapers web page (before today)?
1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

9. What type of content would you be most interested in, if you visited the
newspapers online page?
(Please tick all that apply)
a.[ ] Exactly the same as the print content (i.e. the total paper online)
b.[ ] Extra information on print news stories
c.[ ] Summary of main print stories
d.[ ] Breaking news (as soon as it is available)
e.[ ] Detailed sport results and stories
f.[ ] Searchable classified advertisements
g.[ ] Searchable real-estate, auto and employment advertisements
h.[ ] Story archives
i.[ ] Local business and service directory
j.[ ] Community web pages
k.[ ] Online bill payment/subscriptions/classified listing
l.[ ] Readers comments or letters
m.[ ] What’s on - TV, theatre and local events guide

One of the most commonly discussed features of the Internet is its interactivity.
An interactive web page allows users of the page to communicate with the
information providers. You may be able to –
• contact the editor or even individual journalists
• submit your own news stories, or add a comment or information to a
story
• communicate with the advertising department.
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10. Would you like to be able to :a) Email comments on news stories.

1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

b) Contact individual journalists online? 1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

c) Submit letters to the editor via email1. 1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

d) Place a comment on an electronic
notice (bulletin) board?

1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

e) Make payments or lodge
advertisements online.

1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

f) have links to advertisers products inserted in articles. For example if a book
was mentioned in an article would you like a link to a book site, such as
amazon.com
1.[ ] Y
2.[ ] N

11. With the previous question in mind, would you prefer –
a) [ ] A high level of interactivity
b) [ ] No interactivity
c) [ ] Do not mind
12a. If you could easily purchase the paper version of the newspaper, how
regularly would you visit the newspaper’s web page?
(please tick the most likely response)
1.[ ] Daily
2.[ ] Weekly
3.[ ] Monthly

4.[ ] Rarely
5.[ ] Never

12b. If you were unable to purchase the paper version of the newspaper (For
example if you were not currently living in the region, or were living overseas)
how regularly would you visit the newspaper’s web page?
(please tick the most likely response)
1.[ ] Daily
2.[ ] Weekly
3.[ ] Monthly

4.[ ] Rarely
5.[ ] Never
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In most discussions on the Internet the issue of credit card security and
privacy are raised. The next question relates to how you feel about
making purchases online.

13. Please tick the statements you agree with.
1.Would be happy to make a purchase or payment online.
1.[ ] Yes
2.[ ] No
2. Have you made a purchase or payment online
1.[ ] Yes

2.[]No

14. Most regional newspapers cost about $1.00 per copy or $20 per month to
purchase. If you could subscribe to a full virtual newspaper how likely would you be to
subscribe?
(please circle the most likely response)

a. If the subscription was $5 per month

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Certainly would not subscribe

7

8

9

10

Certainly would subscribe

b. If the subscription was $10 per month

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Certainly would not subscribe

7

8

9

10

Certainly would subscribe

c. If the subscription was $15 per month

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Certainly would not subscribe

7

8

9

10

Certainly would subscribe

d. If the subscription was $20 per month

0

1

2

3

4

5

Certainly would not subscribe

6

7

8

9

Certainly would subscribe
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15. Do you think you would ever swap from reading print to just reading a
virtual newspaper?

a) If the virtual newspaper was free
1.[ ] Yes
2.[ ] No
b) If the virtual newspaper was accessible by subscription only
1.[ ] Yes
2.[ ] No

Some regional newspapers web content may be included in a site that
contains information about the whole region. The information may include
council information, tourist news, business advertising, in fact anything to
do with the region. Sites like this are called portals and they would not
include the name of the newspaper in their title, even though they may
contain content provided by the regional newspaper, and may even be
owned by them.

16. When thinking about a regional newspaper web page would you agree or
disagree with the following statements. Please circle the most likely response. 0
means you strongly disagree with the statement , 10 means you strongly agree.
a) I would rather my regional newspaper supplied news stories to a
general regional web page and did not have its own page.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly disagree

8

9

10

Strongly agree

b) The most important feature of a newspaper web page should be
breaking news stories as soon as they happen

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly disagree

8

9

10

Strongly agree

c) The newspapers web page should include additional or different
content to the print newspaper

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly disagree

8

9

10

Strongly agree

d) The newspapers web page should include current information
about regional events and services

0

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly disagree

6

7

8

9

Strongly agree
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Now for statistical purposes we would be pleased if you could answer the
following questions.

17. Which of the following age groups are you in?

a.[ ] under 15
b.[ ] 16-20
c.[ ] 21-30
d.[ ] 31-40
e.[ ] 41-50
f.[ ] 51-60
g.[ ] 61-70
h.[ ] 71+
18. Are you currently involved in paid employment?

1.[ ] Yes

2.[ ] No

19. How many people aged 18 or over live in your household?
1.[ ] 1
2.[ ] 2
3.[ ] 3
4.[ ] more than 3
20. How many people aged less than 18 years live in your household?
1.[ ] 1
2.[ ] 2
3.[ ] 3
4.[ ] more than 3
5.[]]none
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21. Finally, Is there any one service that you can think of that that is not
currently provided in the print newspaper, that you think would be useful
to you online?

22. Are there any other comments you would like to make?

23. What is your postcode?
Thankyou for completing the questionnaire. This information will be used
to help regional newspapers provide a better service for you. If you would
like the chance to win a $750 reference library from AGMEDIA please
insert
your email address below, and then click Submit form.

Name:
Email:
Please use your BACK button to return to OZRURAL after you submit the form
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APPENDIX VI

ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE FORM

Subject: Feedback Form
Date:
Tue, 20 Nov 2001 14:27:03 +1100
From:
iknox@ozemail.com.au (Null)
To:
iknox@ozemail.com.au
Subject: Feedback Form Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Null (iknox@ozemail.com.au) on Tuesday, November 20, 2001 at 14:27:03
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Q14b: 1
Q9.4: 1
Q1: 2 border
Q2: 1

Q9.5: 1

Q14c: 3

Q3.1: 1

Q9.6: 1

Q14d: 3

Q3.2: 1

Q9.7: 1

15a: 1

Q3.3: 1

Q9.9: 1

15b: 2

Q3.4: 1

Q9.10: 1

Q16a: 4

Q3.5: 1

Q9.13: 1

Q16b: 1

Q3.6: 1

Q10.1: 2

Q16c: 1

Q4.1: 1

Q10.2: 2

Q16d: 1

Q4.5: 1

Q10.3: 2

Q17: 6

Q4.6: 1

Q10.4: 2

Q18: 2

Q5.1: 1

Q10.5: 1

Q19: 2

Q6.1: 1

Q10.6: 1

Q20: 4

Q6.6: 1

Q11: 2

Q21: 2

Q7: 2

Q12a: 1

Postcode: 3691

Q8: 2

Q12b: 3

Name: Sandra X

Q9.1: 1

Q13a: 2

email2:
X@iprimus.com.au

Q9.3: 1

Q13b: 2
Q14a: 1
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APPENDIX VII
CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Iteration Historya

Iteration
1
2
3
4
5

Change in Cluster
Centers
1
2
4.371
4.633
5.144E-02 6.875E-02
4.736E-02 7.072E-02
4.793E-02 6.710E-02
.000
.000

a. Convergence achieved due to no or small distance
change. The maximum distance by which any center
has changed is .000. The current iteration is 5. The
minimum distance between initial centers is 11.662.

Final Cluster Centers
Cluster
1
Web use if easy
purchase print
Web use if unable
to purchase print
Subscription $5
per month
Subscription $10
per month
Subscription $15
per month
Subscription $20
per month

2
2

5

2

3

2

3

3

4

3

5

4

5

Number of Cases in each Cluster
Cluster
Valid
Missing

1
2

160.000
112.000
272.000
7.000
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APPENDIX VIII
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE

1 arts
1 Auctions
1 Auctions
1 Birth and Death notices
1 Births and deaths, comics
1 Births, deaths and marriages
1 Births, deaths, marriages
1 Book Reviews
1 Cars and property
1 Cartoons by John Ditchburn
1 Cinema reviews
1 Cinema showings, horoscope
1 Classifieds
1 classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Classifieds
1 Wanted to buy/Sell
1 Classifieds and real estate
1 Classifieds, horoscope, TV guide
1 Comics
1 Comics and crosswords
1 comics, star signs, quizes, movies and tv guide
1 Cooking, home issues, education
1 Country Mail News
1 Country news
1 Country news
1 Country News on Thursday
1 Crosswords
1 Deathes etc
1 Employment
1 Employment
1 Employment
1 Employment
1 Employment
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1 Employment
1 employment & stock/rural issues
1 Employment advertisements
1 Employment and housing
1 Employment, births, deaths, real estate
1 Employment, classifieds
1 Employment, classifieds
1 employment, entertainment, classifieds
1 Employment, property
1 employment, real estate
1 Employment/birth,deaths/Real Estate
1 Employment/People and places
1 Engagements, births, deaths
1 Entertainment
1 Extra guide, TV guide, weddings, people and places
1 Farmers section Thursdays
1 Food and beverages sections
1 For sale, whats on, genealogy
1 Gardening hints and ideas
1 green pages, film, and theatre
1 historical
1 I briefly glimpse over all the headings, but I read The Age online for national and
international news
1 Jobs
1 Jobs
1 kids page
1 Kids pages
1 kids pages and comps
1 kneejerk
1 Lifestyle garden, reading, events (other than bloody football/sport)
1 motor section
1 Natural & Environmentally Effective Land and Animal care
1 personal notices
1 Personal notices
1 personal notices
1 Real Estate
1 Real estate, employment, public notices
1 Real Estate, for sale
1 real estate/motor vehicles
1 Recipes, craft, health
1 share prices, business page, horoscope
1 Shooting scores
1 Social pages
1 Standard of journalism is pathetic. Subject of main stories usually irrelevant - petty
sensation
1 the national/international is usually syndicated well after the event…
1 TV guide
1 TV Guide
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1 academic research
1 As part of my work
1 banking
1 banking
1 business communications
1 Competitions
1 Computer training, practicing web design
1 coordinating a recreational association
1 download
1 Education related research
1 education/private study research
1 entertainment
1 For work contact to home and to contact friends and family
1 Holiday and tourist information, including special deals
1 Information of subjects of particular interest to me
1 Internet business information and study, business and personal research
1 Job Search
1 kids use it as well for games, research and cyberpals
1 Online journals for research
1 Other newspaper web sites
1 other research
1 other work requirements
1 Playing, researching etc
1 professional development (work)
1 professional use
1 Recipees, craft and health
1 Research
1 Research
1 research
1 Research
1 research
1 Research
1 Research
1 Research (genealogy part., overseas)
1 research and work
1 research as part of my job
1 research at work and research at home (eg. Family history)
1 Research for assignments
1 research for commerce cource
1 research for study and to complete units through chat
1 research on specific areas related to work
1 Research to do with my work/ further education, arts, litterature
1 Research, hobbies (geneology)
1 Sport
1 study
1 Study - information gathering
1 Study research
1 to access competition sites
1 using auctions - buying and selling products
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1 Weather, snow report, share trading, own home page, software/hardware
drivers/updates
1 White pages, research
1 work
1 Work
1 Work
1 work and research
1 Work related research purposes
1 work related topics/research
1 Work related topics/research
1 Work research
1 Work website; education
work virtual campus
1 Archive of births deaths and marriages
1 Births, deaths
1 Book Reviews
1 business marketing
1 commentry by experts, on world, local and issues of the day ie polotics farming
matters etc
1 competitions
1 Competitions
1 Contact numbers for lifestyle related issues
1 Death notices
1 Extra editorial input on day to day matters and in dept opinion and analysis
1 Farmers section
1 Farming and Environmental articles
1 Feature articles or contributions in various areas of expertise
1 Interactive game page, details of where journos get info for individual articles
1 Kids stuff for free
1 links from stories to other sites of interest
1 Local News
1 Local News
1 Possibility to give comments to newspaper
1 rural agricultural stories
1 The web paper should be constantly updated
1 things for kids
1 Weather
1 Weather
1 would not be interested online
1 A list of previously related stories with a link to those
1 Also links to community orgs/groups etc
1 Be able to place under $150 ads via the net (for free) rather than ringing a 1900
number
1 Games, kid stuff, in the employment section have links where jobs can be applied for
online
1 Links for information from job ads eg, requests to company for info.
1 links to previous stories (as does UK Telegraph)
1 submit articles
1 An events today page; accurat local weather forcasts!
1 Links in stories to previous similar stories
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1 to read upbreaking stories on day of print
1 a good event calender of what is on in the region
1 A page devoted to activeties being held in the local community. Print papers often
spread this information out throughout the edition.
1 Archival links to related stories
1 Archive of cartoons and stories
1 Better sport coverage of district cricket
1 Breaking News
1 CFA & Emergency Information
1 classified price information
1 Current CAE and Tafe courses
1 current list of prices of commodities, and lists of suppliers of goods and services and
what price is regularly updated
1 Doctors surgeries and their hours
1 Employment positions available
1 Free instant searchable index of previous articles
1 Further info. And contacts
1 in depth analysis of the short published stories with links for further research. Q12 a
snd b are not very good questions. What do you want?
1 interactive web sites
1 Larger archives (backdated)
1 Links to advertised products
1 links to other sites would be valuable provided they were vetted for content
1 Links to where you can find more information on a subject. This is especially
important for students who rely on the paper as a resource.
1 listing of Geelong community events, concerts, happenings, etc
1 Local knowledge of community
1 local politics
1 Local sporting body contact phone numbers
1 Maybe train and bus times
1 More book reviews
1 more everyday gardening info would be good
1 More photos and stories on local people and sport
1 more service club information in your town
1 need time to think about that question
1 News archive
1 overview of wider regional info. E.g. what's on in other towns in the region
1 Rigorous researched feature articles to educate opinion. Need better journalists and
less conservative editorship
1 Search for past copies
1 searchable archive of previous content
1 searchable classified ads
1 Snow report, share trading, specialist information
1 Subscribers to supply articles of events as they happen
1 train and bus timetables, bus routes
1 up to date list of politicians and SEO for the region
1 updates on variables, ie weather, markets etc
1 we need a faster more reliable internet server first
1 web addesses of businesses in he ballarat area
2 Covers topics that interest me
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2 just to clarify, I used to live at Invergordon, I now live in Canberra and hop on the net
to keep in touch with Shepp issues
2 Kelvin Williams it suits me with what I want from a paper
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